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Executive summary
The Project
The EffShip project (www.effship.com) began in December 2009 and is based on the vision of a
sustainable and successful maritime industry with minimum environmental impact.
The project has been co-financed by Vinnova (The Swedish Innovation Agency) and the project
partners.

The Partners
Chalmers University of Technology
DEC Marine
Swedish Orient Line
Göteborgs Energi

ScandiNaos
S-Man
SSPA

Stora Enso
Stena Rederi AB
Wärtsilä

SSPA Sweden AB was project coordinator and ScandiNAOS was technical coordinator.

Why?
The ongoing globalisation and development of international trade, which is the key to improving our
standard of living, wealth and quality of life, is dependent on maritime transport. In 2010, the seaborne
transport work was around 65,000 billion ton-km. There are drawbacks, however, from all transport
activities, in the form of negative environmental impacts.
To develop efficient, environmentally sustainable and safe transport for the ever increasing demands
from a growing world population is the tough challenge facing the shipping industry.
Regulations and targets have been set to improve environmental performance of shipping including:
 Emission control areas (such as in the Baltic and North Sea), where SOx and NOx must be
substantially reduced by 2015/2016
 EU targets for transport sector greenhouse gas (GHG) emission reductions of 20% below the
2008 level by 2030 and by 70% below the 2008 levels by 2050
 Swedish targets for the transport sector to use 10% renewable fuel and have a 40% GHG
reduction by 2020 compared to the 1990 level
 Mandatory energy efficiency measures for international shipping adopted by the International
Maritime Organization, with the goal to reduce emissions of GHGs.
The second IMO GHG study, completed in 20091, identified and evaluated a number of possible future
scenarios and concluded that reductions in emissions below the minimum scenarios would require
radical changes such as:
 “abrupt decoupling of seaborne trade and global economic growth”
 rates of global economic growth significantly lower than the lowest impact scenario
considered in the study
 extreme shortage of fossil energy compared to the Special Report on Emission Scenarios
published by IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change)
 “introduction of unexpected technologies”
These conclusions signal the need for fundamental change in order to achieve such reductions.
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How?
The EffShip project has investigated a range of solutions and concludes that the “unexpected
technologies” that the IMO GHG study identified for future scenarios exist in other industries or as
research prototypes. EffShip identified specific technologies and solutions that could achieve
fundamental change if industrialized and implemented in the shipping industry. They would lead to
sustainability for the shipping industry and also be commercially beneficial, and of benefit to the rest
of the world.

Suggestions for the way forward are as follows:
Short term: Upcoming SOx/NOx regulations for 2015/2016 set the agenda. Available solutions such
as end of pipe abatement technologies for heavy fuel oil (requiring both SOx and NOx reduction) and
for low sulphur marine diesel (requiring NOx reduction), and the use of alternative fuels including
natural gas, LNG, methanol, and dimethyl ether (DME) were investigated and compared within the
project.
The EffShip study on present and future maritime fuels concluded that from an overall perspective,
methanol is the best alternative fuel when considering prompt availability within existing
infrastructure, low price, and simple engine and ship technology (shore applications have existed for
many years). Further development on the regulatory side and marine engine testing is being addressed
in a spin-off project, SPIRETH, which began in 2011. Methanol also paves the way to fulfilling GHG
reduction targets in 2030/2050, because it can be produced from renewable feedstocks.
Medium term: GHG targets for 2030 can be fulfilled by lower CO2 fuels such as methanol
(conventional production combined with renewable production such as from forest industry residuals
or by carbon capture and recycling). EffShip studies on wind propulsion showed that savings in fuel
consumption of up to 40% could be achieved for some conditions. Wind propulsors can give a
significant reduction in engine power, but this varies for different routes and wind conditions.
However, reduction in power must also be considered from operational safety aspects. The EffSail
concept was found to have a shorter payback time than kites and rotors, based on simplified economic
estimates.
Efficient transport system design and heat recovery were also investigated within EffShip and found to
have good potential for improving the energy efficiency of marine transport.
Long term: From the perspective of fuels, GHG targets can be fulfilled by gradually increasing the
amount of GHG neutral methanol produced from captured CO2 and hydrogen produced with wind,
water, sun and geothermal energy. This technology exists but the cost is currently high. Ongoing
improvements in energy efficiency, heat recovery, and the use of wind propulsors will also play a role
in meeting the targets.
The EffShip project has further detailed the above road map for the short, medium and long term, and
suggests some 18 future projects for advancing, refining and industrializing the findings.
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Preface
The project “Efficient shipping with low emissions” was initiated in 2008 when ScandiNAOS
gathered a group of actors in the maritime industry with the purpose of jointly addressing the
challenge to improve energy efficiency for sustainable marine transport.
Discussions were held with the Swedish Governmental Agency for Innovation Systems (Vinnova), a
call was formulated and together with SSPA the group – which now includes Stena and Chalmers
University of Technology - responded successfully to the call.
The “EffShip” project started in December 2009 and was completed in March 2013.

Terms of Reference for EffShip
The EffShip project is based on the vision of a sustainable and successful maritime transport industry
– one which is energy efficient and has a minimal environmental impact.
Specific project goals to achieve this include improving the efficiency of the ship machinery,
introducing alternative marine fuels, using wind energy as complementary propulsion power and
investigatinge transport system designs, as ways to reduce the emissions of CO2/GHG, NOx, SOx and
PM in marine transport.
The project has resulted in a number of proposals for solutions with respect to maritime fuels, energy
efficiency and emission reduction technology that will contribute to the fulfilment of EU’s and the
Swedish Government’s climate goals of 20% more efficient energy usage, 40% reduction of
greenhouse gas emissions, a minimum of 10 % renewable energy in the transport sector in year 2020
and to fulfil and exceed upcoming international rules.
In the project full scale tests of some of the developed technologies as well as a functional design of
the best technologies have been carried out. Two examples of “state of the art” ships (one existing
panamax tanker and one short sea roro project) were made available to EffShip to act as platforms on
which the findings of the project have been demonstrated.
The project results will be disseminated and exploited by the partners of the project consortium, which
includes research organizations, ship design companies, suppliers of power and emission reduction
solutions and heating systems suppliers.

Partners











Chalmers University of Technology
DEC Marine
Göteborgs Energi
ScandiNaos
S-Man
SSPA
Stora Enso
Stena Rederi AB
Svenska Orient Linjen
Wärtsilä

Funding
With thanks: Vinnova 60%, Partners 40%
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Work Packages
Title
WP 1 Project Management
WP 2 Present and future marine fuels
WP 3 Exhaust gas cleaning
WP 4 Heat recovery
WP 5 Energy Transformers
WP 6 Wind, wave and sun
WP 7 Logistic analysis
WP 8 Demonstration of findings
WP 9 Final Report Future Projects

Work Package leader
SSPA/ScandiNAOS
Wärtsilä
DEC Marine
S-MAN
Wärtsilä
SSPA
SSPA
ScandiNAOS
ScandiNAOS

Deliverables
WP 2: Present and Future Maritime Fuels Report. 2013. Thomas Stenhede.
Summary of Workshop on Alternative Marine Fuels held 2010-11-16.
WP3: EffShip WP3 – Exhaust Gas Cleaning – Final Report. 2013-03-07. Love Hagström and Venkata
Koneru.
WP4: WP4 Energy Efficiency and Heat Recovery Final Report. 2013. Thomas Stenhede.
WP6: System impact when using wind, wave, and solar energy. 2012. Björn Allenström, Da-Qing Li,
Heng Ran. SSPA Report No. RE40095426-01-00-A.
WP7: Report: Increased energy efficiency in shipping through increased port efficiency. 2012. Linda
Styhre and Hannes Johnson. SSPA Report RE40095426-04-00.
WP8: WP8 Demonstrations and findings. 2013, Bengt Ramne
WP9: WP9 Summary Report. 2013. Per Fagerlund, Bengt Ramne.

Approach to Project EffShip
The approach to the problems addressed in the project, has been to identify them in short term,
medium term and long term perspective and seek possible solutions accordingly.
The work within EffShip has been organized along five main lines.
The first – and most extensive one – deals with available fuel alternatives and machinery related
items.




What fuels are/can be made available in short, medium and long terms?
How can energy transformers (ships’ engines and systems) be adapted or developed to utilize
the possible fuels.
What emissions are produced from the various combinations and how could they be taken care
of?

The above questions were dealt with within Work Packages 2 to 5.
The second one deals with possible complementary propulsive technologies – mainly sail.This is
covered in Work Package 6.
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The third one deals with economic and trading factors of a sea transport system, which influence the
need for energy to transport goods. As tank and bulk commodities are dominating, these are focused
upon.
These were investigated in Work Package 7.
The fourth one is the traditional optimizations of hull, propeller, engine, cargo area, etc. These
aspects are covered by the choice of generic ships for the test cases, which represent the state of the art
of their kind. In the two demonstrator ships (generic platforms) the findings of the other WPs were
exemplified as drawn in features highlighting them in their context.
Work Package 8.
The fifth is the development of a scenario and a road map with proposals for projects and research
work for realizing the set targets of EffShip, the EU and the Swedish Government.
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The Summary Report (WP9)
The Work Package 9 report is the final report of EffShip, and summarizesing the findings of the other
Work Packages. Contributions to this report have been provided by the leaders of work packages 2 –
8:
 WP2, Lennart Haraldsson, Wärtsilä
 WP3, Love Hagström, and Venkata Koneru, DEC Marine
 WP4, Anders Knös, S-MAN and Thomas Stenhede ,Wärtsilä
 WP5 Thomas Stenhede ,Wärtsilä
 WP6 Björn Allenström, SSPA
 WP7 Linda Styhre, SSPA
 WP8 Bengt Ramne, ScandiNAOS
WP 9 also provides proposals for solutions that will contribute to the fulfilment of EU and the
Swedish Government emission rules and climate goals.
In particular WP 9 summarizes and analyses proposals for





future maritime fuels, emissions and efficiencies for related machinery and systems
energy recovery and transformation systems
wind as a complementary propulsion force
improved port productivity and logistic aspects of sea transport as a way to minimize the
quantities of fuels in the transport work.

Additional objectives of WP9 were:







To test the spatial requirements for the identified equipment in the generic templates, one
Short Sea RoRo and one Panamax tanker, which both represent the state of the art of their
kind.
To identify areas where further research and development is required to create good marine
adapted solutions for efficient and clean propulsion and formulate targets for this.
To formulate development projects to reach the set targets.
To organize a seminar at which the results of the work packages are presented together with
suggested projects for further development.
To present the research results at scientific conferences and in appropriate journals.

For Whom
The final results of the EffShip project are intended to form a background for decision makers for
strategies, within the maritime industry and energy supply, on all levels as well as serve as templates
in which the actors in the maritime industry and energy supply may find ideas and solutions for short,
medium and long term energy efficiency and pollution problems.

Driver, or “Why we must do something now”
The impact on our planet from human activities causes concern. The impact from the transport
industry is no exception. Of all transport modes, shipping transports by far the most cargo on a ton-km
basis, and does this with, by far, the lowest consumption of fuel per ton-km.
Although marine transportation is fuel efficient, large quantities of low grade residual fuel are burned,
producing a substantial amount of harmful emissions.
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Figure 1 Eyring et al. J Geophys Res 110 (2005) compiled by Erik Fridell IVL 2007

Consequently regulations limiting emissions of SOx, NOx and greenhouse gases (GHG), have been
developed and adopted – and more will come. Particulate matter (PM) is high on the agenda for future
regulations.
A GHG component like CO2 has a long residence time in the atmosphere. To influence the
temperature response, actions taken now will take the climate system almost 100 years to respond to
(IMO report 2009)1. The corresponding time for CH4 is estimated to be about 15 years.
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Part 1. Maritime fuels, abatement technologies and energy recovery in
short, medium and long term perspectives
1.1 A Background
The fuels we choose for the future play a decisive role.
The following report sections identify available alternatives that are deemed realistic in short, medium
and long term perspectives with regards to technical and operational characteristics, availability,
environmental impact, rules and regulations, economic conditions and targets for a long term
sustainable future.

1.2 Rules, Regulations and Targets



From Jan. 1st , 2015, the emission of SOx is limited to the equivalent of 0.1% sulphur in the
fuel in the SECA (sulphur emission control) areas.
For NOx, engines produced after 2011 shall comply with Tier II and in ECA areas Tier III will
apply from 2016.
IMO NOx Technical code
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In order to decrease the GHG emissions, an Energy Efficiency Design Index (EEDI) is under
development by IMO and may become mandatory in 2014.
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Figure 2. Source: Jan Bergholtz 2011

Regulations regarding permissible PM emissions are most likely to come.

1.3 Political Targets



20% better efficiency in energy usage, 40% reduction of the GHG and 10% renewable energy
in the transport sector by 2020. (Swedish Government).
GHG, in the transport sector, to be reduced by 20% below the 2008 level by 2030 and 70%
below the 2008 levels by 2050 (EU White Paper COM 2011, 144 final) 2.

1.4 Technical / Economical
For the various suggested introduced new technologies, rules and regulations for their maritime
applications need to be compiled, as follows:




IMO Code of Safety for “Low flashpoint fuels” (IGF) is under way.
IMO Scrubber Guidelines MEPC.170(57) MEPC.184(59)3, 4
National rules for handling/disposing of waste from scrubbers and filters need to be
introduced.

1.5 Crude oil based fuels
The above rules, regulations and targets mean increasing demands for refined cleaner fuels and for
advanced cleaning of flue gas. The need for less polluting fuels, for lower CO2 emissions, and for CO2
neutral fuels is becoming more apparent and important.
Even with a reduction of the sulphur levels with 90% in the SECA areas in 2015, marine fuel will still
have 20 to 100 times higher sulphur content compared to road vehicles.
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Figure 3 Requirements for marine fuel compared to road vehicle fuel

As the number of emission control areas (ECA) grows, the competition for access to clean low sulphur
fuel will also grow.
Consequently the refineries have announced intentions to extract more “white fuels” (gasoline and
diesel) out of crude oil. To achieve this, the refineries will use advanced energy intensive cracking
which leaves less residual. The quality of the residual (presently used as HFO) will deteriorate and
ultimately be more like coke.
The refineries report problems in the near future to meet the “white fuel” demand.

1.6 Magnitudes
1.6.1 Need for energy for the world
According to the UN Climate Report 2012, 5 “In 2008, the combustion of fossil fuels for transport
consumed around 19% of global primary energy use, equivalent to 30% of total consumer energy and
producing around 22% of GHG emissions, plus a significant share of local air-polluting emissions.”
Although the shipping industry is only the third largest consumer of fuels, the amount is big and must
be kept in mind when alternative fuels are discussed.
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Figure 4. Global energy use. Source www.bp.com

According to IMO (2009), the estimated fuel consumption for maritime transport in year 2007, in
million tonnes per annum, is as follows:
Fuel
Residual
Distillate
Total

low estimate
215
64
279

consensus
257
76
333

high estimate
308
92
400

1.6.2 Where to get it from?
The reserves of conventional gas resources and oil are of the same magnitude and the reserves of coal
greatly exceed them.
Known reserves

Annual use

Coal

861

Gton

6 403 000 TWh 7.3

Gton/year

54 258

known
reserve/ annual
use
TWh 118
years

Oil

234

Gton

2 002 000 TWh 4.0

Gton/year

34 178

TWh 59

years

Natural 208400 Gm3
1 950 000 TWh 3223 Gm3/year
gas
Source: BP Statistical Review of World Energy June 2012 6

30 158

TWh 64.7

years

If estimates for unconventional gas resources which are expected to become recoverable with
emerging technology are included, the gas reserves will more than double. Such resources are shale
gas, coal bed methane, tight gas sand and methane hydrates.7
Possible biofuel alternatives are not available in the quantities needed in the maritime industry.
Possible local use in combination with other fuels can be foreseen.
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Energy Supply in Sweden

Energy Use in Sweden

Figure 5 Energy supply and use in Sweden.
Based on information by Prof. Kjell Aleklett at KVA conference "Energy 2050", Stockholm 2009-10-20

1.6.3 Fuel alternatives and related feedstock
In order to get an overview, a “map” (see Figure 6) was compiled to identify the various feedstocks
and fuels. To the far left we have the conventional fuel produced from crude oil. It is straightforward
with crude oil being refined to various distillates and the residual from the process becoming heavy
fuel oil.
Natural gas consists primarily of methane - typically about 90%. Liquefied natural gas, LNG, can be
produced from natural gas by cooling it down to -163˚C. The natural gas is the energy resource and
the LNG is the energy carrier.
Biogas is normally produced at small scale plants. For liquefaction to be efficient it should be done at
large scale.
To make the natural gas or biogas into a liquid, an alternative to cooling is to add one oxygen atom to
the methane molecule to create methanol: CH4 -> CH3OH. This is done via the intermediate product
syngas.
Figure 6 demonstrates the multitude of feedstocks out of which syngas can be produced. Both fossil
feedstock and bio feedstock can be used. A large variety of fuels, such as methanol, DME, synthetic
petrol, and diesel, can then be produced from the syngas..
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A very attractive feature of methanol is that it can
be produced from multiple feedstocks. Through
gasification it can be produced from any organic
substance. Coal is a typical feedstock, but biomass
or municipal waste are preferable from an
environmental perspective.

Figure 6 Feedstock and fuel

In a longer term scenario methanol can be produced through
synthesis of hydrogen and CO2. This means in the future, with
energy available from solar farms, geothermal plants, wind,
hydro or nuclear, methanol can be used as the energy carrier to
transport the energy from the source to the user. Methanol is a
versatile, universal, cost efficient, future-proof energy
carrier.

Methanol can be used as fuel in combustion engines and
has fuel characteristics similar to natural gas, i.e. it is a
good Otto fuel and can be used in dual fuel engines.
Methanol has also the same benefits with no SOX emission
and is expected to fulfil tier II NOx requirements without
any need for after treatment of the exhaust.

Methanol can be dehydrated to dimethyl-ether (DME) which makes it
a suitable diesel fuel with high cetane
number. However DME is, like LPG,
a gas at atmospheric pressure and
needs to be pressurised to
approximately 5 bars to be a liquid.
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1.7 Available fuels
1.7.1 Marine fuels based on crude oil
 Heavy Fuel Oil (HFO)
 Low Sulphur Heavy Fuel Oil (LSHFO)
o is normally produced by diluting with low sulphur MDO.
 Ultra Low Sulphur Heavy Fuel Oil (ULSHFO)
o LSHFO requires advanced energy intensive cracking leaving coke as residual
 Marine Diesel Oil (MDO)
 Marine Gas Oil (MGO)
Desulphurization of MDO and MGO is done by reaction with hydrogen so called
hydrodesulphurization. It is a catalytic process. Residual hydro-desulphurization is also a process, and
is feasible, but not economical.
Established engines and systems for the above fuels are proven technology.
The crude oil based fuels are all excellent energy carriers with a high energy density and simply and
well-established procedures for handling and storage.
This is a good explanation for why alternative fuels – like gas, methanol and synthetic fuels out of coal
and gas – although frequently used during periods of war, blockade or price boom - are used less when
the oil based fuels are back to “normal supply and price”.
Oil based fuels are well known and established regarding properties, engine technologies, safety,
health and environmental influence as well as for the logistic infrastructure. However - from a health
and environmental point of view the burning of low grade heavy fuels produces substantial amounts of
harmful emissions and causes – in case of spillage – considerable environmental damages.
1.7.2 Fuels based on Natural Gas
Natural gas has been used as fuel for combustion engines for a long time and the conventional reserves
of natural gas are of about the same magnitudes as the reserves of oil (BP 2012 Review)6.
Unconventional gas resources such as shale gas, coal bed methane, tight gas sand and methane
hydrates exist in volumes that are considerable larger than the conventional reserves. Emerging
technology is expected to make these resources recoverable.
The main discussion regarding the use of natural gas concerns whether it should be used as it is, as
LNG or converted into methanol, DME or synthetic (traditional) fuels.
Gas based fuels are considered clean as they contain little to no sulphur and heavy metals. As a fuel
they emit, when burned, less CO2 than gasoline and diesel due to a higher hydrogen/carbon ratio. As
they generally burn with a lower combustion temperature than gasoline and diesel, the emission of
NOx is also less.
1.7.3 Development trends for production of fuels out of Natural Gas
The traditional Gas to Liquid technologies via syngas/Fischer-Tropsch (see Figure 6 Feedstock and
fuel) is energy consuming. Up to 30% to 35% of the energy content in the feedstock gas is used in the
processes.
Efforts are being made to improve the efficiency.
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1.7.4

Technologies for Carbon Capture and Recycling (CCR) and Carbon Capture and
Utilization (CCU)
Carbon dioxide (CO2) can be regarded as a resource and utilized in processes for methanol production.
Different pathways to methanol using CH4 (natural gas) and CO2 are suggested (JAC 2011)8:
- Steam and dry reforming combined in bi-reforming.
- Steam reforming and external CO2 addition
- Dry reforming, Boudouard reaction and CO2 addition
- CH4 decomposition and CO2 addition (Carnol).
For the gas based fuels - LNG, Methanol, DME and synthetic fuels GTL - properties, safety,
influence on the environment, availability, engine technologies and handling and trade are summarized
in Appendix A – Fuel properties.
1.7.5

Fuels from renewable (non-fossil) sources

Organic feedstock
Methanol, DME, LNG, diesel etc. can be produced out of biogas, biomass and organic waste.
The limitations are availability of bio feedstock, production costs, and high GHG footprint (LCA).
Bio feedstock like corn, sugar cane, etc. - the so called “first generation biomass” - competes with
food production. Bio feedstock out of forest waste and forest industry by-products (like black liquor),
human waste and animal waste – the so called “second generation bi mass”- does not. A “third
generation of biomass” consisting of algae and aquatic biomass is under development.
In local areas, bio feedstocks may play a role in limiting GHG emissions.
Artificial photosynthesis
Photosynthesis technologies seek to imitate the natural photosynthesis process but instead of creating
carbohydrates out of sunlight and water, hydrogen is created. To achieve this various “super
molecules” are being tested as catalysts. The technology is at an early research stage.
Solar and geothermal energy
At “Energy 2050-International Symposium on Fossil Free Energy” arranged in 2009 by the Kungliga
Vetenskaps Akademin (KVA, The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences), the possibility of making
hydrogen using solar and geothermal energy, as a major sustainable source of energy, was
emphasized.
Solar energy can be converted to chemical energy. One option is to split water to hydrogen and
oxygen in a high temperature-catalyzed reaction, using concentrated solar power (CSP) devices.
Another is the electrolysis of water by using solar-produced electricity9.
Large scale industrial projects in this context are under way (DESERTECH, Island Geothermal
“Electrofuel”). Also the fourth generation of nuclear power (utilizing thorium) was mentioned.
Methanol, DME and other fuels can be produced from hydrogen, generated fom sun or geo thermal
power, and captured CO2 . If this would be fully exploited, it could make available almost unlimited
quantities of GHG neutral and clean fuels/energy carriers.
The Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) sees, in a report from 2010 7, use of fossil
methanol/DME “as a bridge to a future carbon free society” where methanol/DME are made of sun
made hydrogen and captured carbon dioxide.
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1.7.6 Summary Environmental effects
In a study done by Ph.D student Selma Bengtsson at Chalmers University of Technology, different
marine fuels were compared for environmental effects. The following was concluded:




Life Cycle Climate Change effects from all the compared fossil fuels are very similar
For all other aspects the alternative fuels show much lower adverse environmental effects
compared to HFO and MGO
The primary energy use for bio fuels is 1.8 to 2.5 times the primary energy use for fossil oil
based fuels

Figure 7 Well-to-propeller results for seven possible shipping fuels 10

1.8 How to utilize available fuels?
1.8.1

Possible engine concept alternatives

LNG/Dual Fuel (DF)
The engine concept generally called dual fuel (DF) is an Otto engine where LNG is gasified and
injected in the combustion air. The compressed gas-air mix is ignited with a small spray of pilot fuel
MDO when the piston is close to top dead centre (TDC).
The combustion is similar to a conventional Otto engine with spark plug ignition.
As methane is an Otto fuel the compression ratio has to be kept lower than in a diesel to avoid
knocking at high load or load transitions.
To get the same output from a DF engine as a diesel engine a larger cylinder volume is required. The
same engine block as the diesel engine can be used but the cylinder bore needs to be increased. When
a diesel engine is converted to a dual fuel engine the modification of the engine block constitutes a
considerable expense.
DME
Pure DME is an excellent diesel fuel.
DME is produced by dehydration of methanol (CH3OH). Two methanol molecules convert into one
DME molecule, CH3OCH3, and one water molecule, H2O. The conversion takes place in a catalytic
converter at high temperature and pressure. The conversion rate is approximately 90 % which means
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that out of 100 methanol molecules there will be 45 molecules of DME, 45 molecules of water and 10
molecules of methanol after the reaction. In a normal industrial process the DME, water and remaining
methanol is separated by distillation.
The Danish company Haldor Topsoe AS, who are expert in catalytic reactions, conducted a test where
the raw mixture that came out of the catalyst was used as fuel in a combustion engine. The test was
successful and opened up for a simplified way to upgrade methanol to a fuel suitable for diesel
engines.
Haldor Topsoe calls the mixture OBATE, which stands for On Board Alcohol To Ether. The process
has been tested both for ethanol and methanol. OBATE produced from ethanol is called OBATE-E
and OBATE produced from methanol is called OBATE-M. For marine application only OBATE
generated from methanol, i.e. OBATE-M, has been considered.
OBATE has a very low viscosity, low heat value and a high compressibility.
The OBATE fuel will be tested on board the “Stena Scanrail” as generator fuel within the EffShip spin
off project SPIRETH.
Low NOx and low PM can be expected from the combustion of OBATE.
The OBATE concept will require a process plant on board the ship and modifications to the engine
fuel system. However the modifications are less than those required for alternative conversion
concepts and it is expected that a wider range of engines are suitable for conversion to OBATE
operation than to methanol diesel operation.
Methanol in a DF engine
Methanol is an excellent Otto fuel and by replacing the gas valve on an LNG DF engine a methanol
DF engine is achieved.
The compression methanol-air mix is ignited by pilot diesel spray at TDC.
Performance, NOx and PM emissions are in the range of the LNG DF engine.
Concerns have been raised regarding emissions of formaldehyde and of corrosion in the fuel inlet and
on the cylinder liner surface. Knocking might be a limiting factor for high output and sudden load
steps.
Methanol in a Methanol-diesel engine
Methanol in a diesel engine needs ignition support. The Wärtsilä GD (ignition of methanol injected
with high pressure at TDC) together with pilot diesel achieve this. The solution eliminates both the
knocking and corrosion problem as no inlet or liner is exposed to the methanol.
Modifications of the engine design will be limited to the fuel injection system. Performance is
expected to be the same as for a HFO diesel. NOx is expected to be in the range of Tier II and Tier III
and THC, CO and formaldehyde much lower than in the DF concept. PM might be slightly higher due
to somewhat more pilot fuel – but much lower than for diesel engines.
The methanol-diesel will probably be the most cost efficient conversion alternative with the advantage
of complete HFO/MDO back up.
Methanol in Glow-plug/hot wall ignited diesel engines
By replacing the pilot fuel with a glow plug, the diesel process can be maintained. It is suggested that
methanol has special characteristics suitable for surface ignition.
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This makes the concept very interesting for single fuel methanol operation. The absence of a pilot
flame might lead to a NOx emission below the Tier III in spite of the diesel concept.
Fuel Cell energy converters (FC)
Fuel cells are still being considered to be the technology for the future. How far into the future is very
hard to estimate. Methanol is – due to easy handling - considered as a “better hydrogen carrier than
hydrogen itself” and is thus an excellent fuel for FCs.

1.9 Exhaust gas treatment systems (EGTS).
1.9.1 Background
“End of pipe” solutions offer possibilities for compliance with the SECA SOx and NOx Tier III
requirements using HFO fuel and using fuels and engine technologies that produce NOx above the
Tier III rule.
The shore based power industry, which also is a major consumer of heavy fuel oils, has been very
successful in reducing emissions by “end of the pipe” technologies rather than burning low sulphur
fuel oils. Several proven ashore-technologies exist of the “once through” and “regenerable” types, both
with sub groups of “wet” and “dry” types. The challenge is to adapt these, often voluminous,
installations to maritime conditions.
Scrubbers have been used onboard ships for a long time. The most common applications are scrubbers
for cleaning of exhaust gases before they are used for inerting cargo tanks in oil tankers. These
scrubbers are of a quite simple design and based on “once through” open loop principle. The same
principle can be used for SOx emission reduction on the oceans but might not be accepted in sensitive
SECA areas.
Presently no rules or regulations explicitly prevent the use of open loop scrubbers in SECA areas –
assuming that the scrubber effluent doesn’t violate other rules, e.g. MARPOL. Updated rules
regarding scrubber effluent are expected but are not anticipated to be ready within the next “few
years”, according to sources in the Swedish Maritime Administration.
The summary below deals with principles for exhaust gas treatment systems (EGTS) for SOx, NOx
and PM abatements that are deemed practical for on board installations.
For SOx abatement, several makers with closed loop systems exist on the market, however in early
2013 all were at the “industrial prototype” stage with a shorter or longer road to go to reach a “proven
maritime design” stage.
NOx abatement is considered a “proven maritime technology”.
1.9.2

SOx and PM abatement

General
All EGTS installations mean adding something in the exhaust pipe thus influencing the back pressure
for the engine. To keep this within technical specification of the engine – even with help of induced
draft fan – is of importance to avoid accelerated wear, reduced maintenance intervals, reduced power
and increased fuel consumption. Additional risk of clogging due to deposit build-up in the EGTS must
also be considered.
Bypass possibilities of the EGTS is an option for in service maintenance as well as for preventing
build-up of deposits when the EGTS is not in operation.
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SOx scrubbers are heavy and voluminous which means limitations to the ship’s cargo capacity.
Selective catalytic reduction systems (SCRs) for NOx reduction can normally be arranged without
impact on the cargo capacity.
For most ships a retrofitted scrubber will reduce the deadweight capacity regardless of whether a dry
or wet system is chosen. A dry scrubber will in general be heavier and bulkier but can be located
lower in the ship than a wet scrubber. This will intrude more on the cargo space but affect the stability
less. A wet scrubber needs to be fitted high in the exhaust gas stack, which will be out of the way of
the cargo but the high position of the added weight will have negative effects on the stability.
The capacity loss also gives a negative influence on the EEDI index.
Wet scrubbers cool the exhaust gas and are not suitable to install before an SCR plant or arrangements
for heat recovery. Dry scrubbers need higher temperature for the chemical reaction and should be
placed before the SCR and exhaust gas boiler. The dry scrubber reaction is somewhat exothermic and
will not limit the function of the SCR or the energy recovering capacity of the exhaust gas boiler.
Particulate matter (PM) is, to a large extent, linked to the SOx, and removal of SOx means reduction
of the PM. Also, direct contact between particles and wash water/granules add to the removal of PM.
PM removal of 60% to 80% is claimed by the manufacturers of scrubbers.
All scrubbers will reduce the amount of carbon and ash in the exhaust plumes.
Dry scrubber
Working principle
The working scrubber medium is calcium hydroxide granule (Ca(OH2)) of pellet size 2 to 8 mm,
which is brought in contact with the exhaust gas and reacts with the sulphur oxide forming gypsum
(CaSO4 +2H2O).
The media is supplied from the top and removed from the bottom of the converter. The process is
somewhat exothermic which means that a scrubber can be placed before waste heat recovery and SCR
units.
Capacities and consumptions
To reduce the sulphur content in the exhaust gas from a 3.5% sulphur HFO to the 0.1% sulphur level,
about 30 kg/MWh (density about 800kg/m3) is needed.
For a 20 MW engine at 75% power the consumption is approximately 11 tonnes or 14 m3 of granule
per 24 hrs.
As no wash water is pumped around, the electric power consumption is about. 0.1% of the scrubbed
engine power.
The weight of such a unit is about 250 tonnes filled with granule (excludes additional granule storage).
Design aspects
The granule is not particularly corrosive and normal ship materials (mild steel, etc.) can be used.
Residuals
The residual is gypsum polluted with PM, etc. and has to be taken ashore for disposal.
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Health
The calcium hydroxide is a strong alkali and classified as harmful to eyes and skin, and inhalation of
dust should be avoided.
Arrangement

Figure 8 Schematic design of a dry scrubber11
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Wet scrubber
Currently two main types of wet scrubbers exist.
Open Loop

Figure 9 Sea water scrubber, copyright Lloyd’s Register Group11

Working principle
Sea water is pumped directly through the scrubber, cleaned and pumped back to the sea. The wash
water flow rate is about 50m3/MWh to clean exhaust from fuel with 3.5% sulphur.
It is questionable whether open loop scrubbers will be allowed in the SECA areas.
Closed Loop

Figure 10 Principal arrangement of a fresh water scrubber, copyright Lloyd’s Register Group11

Working principle
Fresh water, treated with caustic soda (sodium hydroxide [NaOH]) , is normally used as scrubbing
media. This results in removed SOx as sodium sulphate. The wash water is cleaned in a process tank
and recirculated. The alkalinity of the wash water is restored by adding further NaOH (50% aqueous
solution).
The wash water flow rate is about 10-30 m3/MWh and the required power for sea water and wash
water pumps, etc. is about 0.5 - 1% of the engine power being scrubbed. Based on the preliminary
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designs that we have received from different suppliers, lighter and narrower scrubbers will require
higher wash water flow and higher pump capacity.
Formation of sodium sulphate crystals will gradually degrade the wash water and a bleed-off of
approximately 0.4-0.5% of the wash water will be led to a treatment plant where the sodium sulphate
is removed to a sludge tank. The cleaned bleed-off can be stored in a holding tank, if the ship is
sailing in zero discharge mode, or discharged over board after it has been analysed and, if necessary,
pH adjusted in order to fulfil the IMO wash water requirement.
Due to this and to evaporation in the exhaust gas, the fresh water needs to be restored. The rate is
influenced by temperatures of exhaust gas, temperatures of scrubber water, cooling water, etc.
Supply of working fluid
NaOH solution is transported in tank cars at temperatures around 40⁰C. For easy pumping the
temperature shall not be lower than about 20⁰C. If it is above 50⁰C mild steel corrosion cracking might
occur.
Residuals
Residue removed from the wash water must be stored onboard, be landed ashore and disposed of
properly. It is not permitted to discharge at sea or to incinerate.
Health
NaOH has a pH of 14 and cause heavy skin burns, respiratory damage and eye injury. Appropriate
personal protective equipment is required as well as proper procedures for handling.
Design
Close loop systems require more tanks than open loop systems. The size of the various tanks depends
on the requirements of the specific ship and trade.
The choice of material for pipe work, fittings and tanks is important as NaOH is corrosive to
aluminium, brass, bronze, tin, zinc (including galvanized coatings) and glass. Mild steel can
experience corrosion cracking at temperatures above 50 degrees centigrade. Stainless steel is resistant
at higher temperatures.
Hybrid scrubber
A hybrid scrubber can be operated either in closed loop mode or open loop mode. The arrangement
offers advantages in that NaOH and fresh water are only used when necessary.
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Bleed of holding tank
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Srubbing water cooler
Fresh water tank
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Open Loop Scrubber

Closed Loop/Hybrid Scrubber

Figure 11 Scrubber for a medium speed two engine installation

Other ways to remove SOx
The company ECOSPEC generated considerable interest from the industry a couple of years ago when
they claimed that their comparably small scrubber would remove SOx, NOx and CO2 from the
exhausts in one combined process. Their concept was to make the wash water highly reactive by using
electric ultra-low frequency waves. The design was reported successful in laboratory prototype tests.
The interest for ECOPSEC has diminished due to lack of reports from any successful pilot
installations.
1.9.3

NOx abatement

General
High efficiency in the diesel process is promoted by high combustion pressure and temperature. But high efficiency also promotes formation of NOx.
The formation of NOx in the engine’s cylinders can be influenced by engine design parameters
(pressure, injection timing, etc.), by various “wet” technologies (water in the fuel, injected water,
humid air, etc. that lower the temperature in the combustion chamber) or by “dry” technologies
(exhaust gas recirculation (EGR)). The latter technology is reported to be capable of meeting the Tier
III requirement for a two-stroke engine. If sulphur rich fuel is used, the exhaust gases must be
scrubbed prior the recirculation.
The type of fuel also plays a decisive role (see chapter 1.7 in this report).
In the following, the “end of the pipe” solution Selective Catalytic Reduction, SCR, is described.
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SCR
Working principle
The SCR converts nitrogen oxides to nitrogen and water by means of a reducing agent (normally urea)
that is injected into the exhaust stream before a catalyst. For low sulphur fuel the SCR can work at
exhaust gas temperatures down to approximately 260C. For fuels with sulphur content of above 1%
an exhaust gas temperature of minimum 320C is recommended for best performance. The exhaust
gas temperature should not exceed 500C to in order avoid damage to the catalyst.
Capacities and consumptions
SCR can reduce the NOx emissions by more than 95%, to well below 2g/kWh.
The required injection rate of 40% urea solution is approximately1.5 litre per reduced kg NOx.
For a 10 MW four-stroke engine operating at 75% of NMCR the consumption of 40% urea solution
will be approximately 0.08 m3/h in order to reduce the NOx emissions from Tier II to Tier III level.
The power consumption is about 5 kW11.
Design
SCR is a proven maritime technology and a multitude of installations exist, mainly on four stroke
engines. Four stroke engines have no problem with low exhaust gas temperature and the
injection/catalyst arrangement (the converter) can be located after the turbocharger.
For the two-stroke engine the converter must be placed between the engine and the turbocharger. A
by-pass is needed to ensure enough temperature in the exhaust to reach the turbocharger especially
during start-up. By having the SCR before the turbo, where the exhaust gas pressure is higher, the twostroke SCR can be made smaller and lighter than a comparable four-stroke SCR. However the twostroke SCR should be placed close to the engine exhaust manifold where the space often is very
limited. SCRs, both two- and four-strokes, are considerably smaller installations than exhaust gas
scrubbers.
Health
Direct contact of urea solution with skin and eyes should be avoided.

Figure 12 Example for positioning of Pre turbo SCR
Converter for 2 stroke enigne11

Figure 13 Example for positioning of SCR Converter for
4stroke enigne11
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1.9.4 Commercially
The pay-off time for a scrubber is totally dependent on the price difference between HFO and low
sulphur MDO or MGO.

Bunker fuel cost HFO vs MGO 2012
1200

Price $/MT

1000
800
600
400
200

Bunker Index MGO
Bunker Index HFO380
Diff MGO - HFO

0

Figure 14 Bunker fuel cost HFO vs MGO 2012

The statistics from the last year show a small but stable increase in the cost difference between HFO
and MGO. This difference depends on a large number of factors but according to predictions from
PREEM and others the gap is expected to grow. One important factor is the shortage of diesel fuel in
Europe.
For the EffShip roro vessel a comparison study of the different available alternatives to fulfil the
upcoming SECA rules was done. The study shows that there are alternatives that seem to be more cost
efficient than a switch to MGO. The most promising alternatives were HFO supplemented with a
scrubber or conversion to methanol operation.
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Figure 15. Fuel cost comparison (Based on conversion with 5 years pay-back and 6% interest)
Fuel costs based on market price 2012. Future cost developments are not taken into account)

1.10 Heat recovery and Energy Transformation technologies
The EffShip WP4 and WP5 have addressed the issues with heat recovery and energy transformation
technologies with the purpose to identify cost efficient methods for heat recovery, energy preservation
and technologies for utilization of recovered energy. The results are evaluated and demonstrated in
applications on the two EffShip template ships.

Shaft power output
49.3%

Heat radiation 0.6%

Air cooler 14.1%

Exhaust gas 25.4%

Jacket water cooler 6.3%

Lube oil cooler 4.3%

1.10.1 Background
At least 50% of the energy supplied to ship propulsion machinery is lost as waste heat, mainly in
exhaust fumes and cooling water.

Fuel energy
content
100%

Figure 16. Diesel Engine Sanky diagram

ICE (internal combustion engine) power plants ashore have demonstrated that a considerable amount
of the waste heat can be utilized. The Sisjö power/heat plant in Gothenburg has three gas engines that
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deliver in total approximately 10 000 kWe to the Gothenburg power grid. The plant also delivers hot
water to the district heating system. The total overall efficiency of the plant is according to Wärtsilä
above 85%.
A major reason for this is that most ICE power plants ashore can accommodate bulky heat exchangers
which permit more heat to be extracted from the exhaust gas. In addition there is a need for low
temperature energy (about100⁰C) in the city heating systems which open up the possibility for
utilization of low temperature cooling water.
On board ships, the size and weight of the heat exchangers are limited as they intrude both on space
and cargo carrying capacity. The challenge for ship and equipment designers is to find solutions that
are compact and cost efficient, i.e. that provide an attractive return on investment. Increased fuel prices
contribute to interest and justification for energy recovery systems.
Normally the cost to produce electricity on board a ship is higher than the production cost ashore. This
should indicate that the value of energy recovered and transformed to electricity is higher on board
than ashore.
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1.10.2 Traditional technologies
With sufficient installed engine power (about 25 MW and up), an exhaust gas boiler supplying
superheated steam to a turbo generator is considered a good investment as it could easily supply a
normal “at sea” requirement for electricity.

Figure 17 Dual pressure steam system

A dual pressure system gives good efficiency (22% to 25%) but the cheaper single pressure system is
the normal one. With sulphur rich fuel, the temperature after the boiler has to be kept above 180⁰C to
avoid acid corrosion.
1.10.3 Modern technologies
Sulphur free fuels open up the possibilities for lower permissible exhaust temperature after the boiler.
Fluids other than water open up possibilities for better utilization of energy in the cooling systems.
Considering health, fire and environmental aspects, the refrigerant fluid R 245fa is suggested as a
good compromise.
With water replaced with such a fluid, a normal steam Rankine Cycle is called “Organic Rankine
Cycle” or ORC.
ORC is an established technology ashore and several types of energy converters like conventional
turbines, screw expanders and compressors are available.
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Figure 18 Flow diagram for HT–ORC and LT -ORC

Efficiencies.
Existing commercial steam systems can obtain efficiency improvements of 3-4% units corresponding
to some 6-8% additional power.
If the waste heat can be used with its low exhaust gas temperature and engine cooling, the efficiency
improvement could be about 5% units and the additional power about 10%.
Low temperature waste heat
Low temperature waste heat can, via ORC technology, be utilized to drive a turbine or expander which
in turn can drive a generator or turn the propeller shaft. The efficiency is low but the amount of low
temperature heat may be big.
Alternative use of low temperature waste may be:
-

Preheating of a high temperature system

-

On board heating of machinery spaces, living quarters or cargo areas.

-

Air conditioning of the absorption type

For short and medium distance ferries – store the heat on board and use it on board to
reduce the need to operate an oil fired boiler.
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Figure 19 Lithium bromide absorption chiller for heating and chilling

1.10.4 Utilization of waste heat energy
Electricity generated from waste heat (steam turbine or ORC) can be used to cover the onboard
electricity demand. If the electricity demand is higher than what is provided from the waste heat the
balance needs to be made up by auxiliary engines or a shaft generator. If the electricity demand is
lower than what is provided from the waste heat, the excess needs to be dumped or in some way
distributed to the propulsion line. One way would be to directly connect the turbine or ORC to the
propulsion line – either electrically or mechanically. If mechanically, the transmission gear can also be
connected to a shaft generator.

Figure 20 Additional power gained with steam and ORC recovery systems.

1.10.5 The value of a “free” kW
It is important to identify how much of the waste energy that is reasonable to recover. Inexpensive
marine fuel reduces the interest and the amount of investment that can be justified for energy recovery
whereas expensive fuel pushes the interest in the opposite direction.
Approximate cost for onboard production of 1 kWh of electric power:
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€ 0.12 /kWh (Shaft generator on Main engine operation on HFO)
€ 0.20 /kWh (Shaft generator on Main engine operation on MGO)
€ 0.25 /kWh (Auxiliary engine operation on MGO)

In most cases it is the charterer and not the ship owner who pays for the fuel oil. Long term
agreements are quite rare which means that most shipowners will have a short horizon when it comes
to making investments to reduce the fuel cost. However, a 3 year payback time at a capital cost of 5%
should still make an investment interesting for most shipowners.
The switch from HFO to more expensive alternatives such as MGO will increase the value of
recovered energy.
Based on MGO as fuel, the possibility to generate1 kW of free electricity on board will justify an
investment of € 4 000 - € 4 500 assuming that the 1 kW power will be available and used 24 hours per
day 365 day per year. Limited availability or use of the free power will proportionally reduce the
justifiable investment cost.
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Part 2. Complementary Propulsion (WP 6)
2.1 General
As stated in the EffShip Project description, possible complementary propulsion from wind, wave and
solar energy has been studied.
Wave
For wave energy, some experiments for small crafts have been carried out but without any serious
proposals for larger ships.
Sun
For solar energy, high performance solar panels covering the entire deck of our template Panamax
tanker (10 000 m2) will, under favourable conditions, deliver about 120kW which is less than 2%
needed for 16 knots. The investment cost for this “free” electricity is about €5 000/kW which is too
high to make it attractive at the current fuel price level.
Wind
Wind is the only available fossil free, non-nuclear energy resource that can provide any significant
contribution to ship propulsion. The potential of wind is by far higher than any use of biofuel and
hence sailing ships are much more likely to be reinstated for deep sea crossings than is propulsion
based on biofuel. Consequently WP6 focused on the possibility to use wind power for complementary
propulsion.

2.2

Background

Ever since the disappearance of the tall cargo sailing ships after WWII, an impressive number of
studies have been made to investigate the possibilities to use the wind as complementary propulsion to
engine power. Every “oil crisis” has initiated a search for ways to save fuel. Innovative proposals have
been suggested and savings calculated against expected price development of bunker fuel. In this
context it is kept in mind that “to estimate the average wind force on a given route and over the life
span of a ship is easier than to predict the development of the fuel cost for the same” (RINA).
In November 1980, a RINA symposium was held in London and a very complete proceedings
documenting the state of the art of wind propulsions was created12.
The following conceptual arrangements were studied:







Square sail; traditional and modern (like “Dynashiff”)
Fore and aft traditional (like “Club Med”)
Wing profiles of various configurations
Flettner rotor
Wind turbines
Kite (mentioned but not evaluated)

The “Turbo Sail”, developed for the research ship “Alcyone” owned by the Cousteau Foundation, is
an attempt to create a high lift sail with a small profile with forced evacuation of the turbulent
boundary layer at the tail of the profile. This concept is further studied in an EU project (Ulysses Ultra Slow Ships Project, http://www.ultraslowships.com/ ) where SSPA is participating and will be
reported separately in that project.
Out of the above, EffShip WP 6 chose three arrangements for further evaluation, development and
adaptation to the “bench mark” ships of the project which are a Panamax tanker and a short sea Roro
carrier.
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The three arrangements chosen were:
 Kite
 Flettner Rotor
 Wing Sail

2.3 Criteria for the evaluation of the chosen arrangements
For an operator, the tool for the choice of a rig is a balance sheet. The propulsive ability is money
coming in. Investment, operation and maintenance are money going out. This suggests that a rig
arrangement which is light, reasonably cheap, reasonably easy to operate and maintain is likely to
prove a more desirable option than an aerodynamic high performing complex and expensive one.
The following requirements are considered relevant:
 High level of availability and ability
 Uncomplicated, robust design
 Easy and safe to handle
 Adjustable to prevailing conditions
 No interference with the cargo handling
 Possible to retrofit

2.4 Basic sail theory
Wind
 The ship speed will generate a head wind (red arrow)
 The true wind (blue arrow) is the wind (speed and direction) acting on a static object
 The apparent wind (green arrow) will be the resultant of the ship speed and the true wind
Apparent wind
True wind

Ship speed
(head wind)

Figure 21 Ships speed, True wind and Apparent wind

Forces
The sail profile will generate a drag force F D in the same direction as the apparent wind and a lift force
FL perpendicular to the apparent. The thrust force F T is the resultant of the two forces acting on the ship
in the ships direction. A heeling force will act perpendicular to the thrust force. The heeling force will
generate a heel and a drift. Both can be neglected for sail applications on large ships.
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FT

FD

FL
Figure 22 Lift Force, Drag Force and resulting Thrust Force
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2.5 Availability and ability
If the speed of the ship is the same or higher than the true wind, the apparent wind will always come
somewhere over the forward quarter (apparent wind direction is < 90⁰).
As an example, a ship’s speed of 12 knots (abt. 6.2 m/s) and a true beam wind of 12 knots gives an
apparent wind direction of 45 degrees versus the ship. A true wind of 45 degrees versus the ship gives
an apparent wind of 22.5 degrees which is just about what a good sail can peak.
Apparent
wind

True wind

Ship speed
Head wind

.
Figure 23 Ship’s speed, true wind and apparent wind

Consequently the ability to peak high (provide a good sail thrust FT at small apparent wind angles) is a
very important quality of an auxiliary sail. Another one is to generate as low added resistance as
possible in head winds.
High lift and low drag is important but not at the expense of peaking ability and simplicity.
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2.6 Operation, handling and maintenance
As the previous sections stated that priorities are focussed on the cost side of the balance sheet, the
design should be optimized with that in mind.
 Easy operation and handling means that no extra crew number is required for either adapting the
sail to prevailing conditions or for setting or shortening sail.
 Easy operation also means that it should be possible to put the equipment out of the way as much
as possible or shorten it when not needed (like in port) or during unfavourable sailing/weather
conditions.
 Easy maintenance means few items that are susceptible to wear and tear and low cost level of
spare parts.

2.7 Description of the arrangements
The “sail area” of the three arrangements was chosen so approximately similar performance –
observing the different characteristics - can be expected.
2.7.1 Kite
The actual design can be described as a “steerable parachute”. The steering is done by a number of
lines out of a manoeuvre and control device at the end of the kite towing line. The kite towing line
houses both power and signal cables.
The steering is computer controlled and the kite flies in a figure of eight pattern, thus creating its own
relative wind which improves the lift (pulling) ability.
The launching and recovery of the kite is done automatically from a mast/winch arrangement.

Figure 24 With a 640 m2 kite, a Panamax tanker can sail in
8 knots in open wind at a wind speed of 15 m/s

The kite has:
 Very good pulling power at true beam and following winds but practically little peaking ability.
 No possibility to adjust the sail area to prevailing wind force. It is either up or down.
 A risk not to fly if the apparent wind speed drops too low or if winds are gusty.
 No added resistance when “down” and forms no obstacle to cargo handling.
 Possibilities for easy retrofit.
 Apart from hoisting and recovering, only marginal power is required (for steering the kite) during
plain sailing.
The actual kite design is developed and marketed by “Skysail” and exists as full scale prototype
installations on some small coasters (m/v Beluga and sisters).
The area of the kite chosen for the EffShip Panamax tanker is 640m2.
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2.7.2 Flettner Rotor
A Flettner rotor is a rotating cylinder vertical to the ship’s deck. The rotation together with the wind
creates a pressure difference on the cylinder orthogonal to the wind direction (the so called Magnus
effect) that in turn gives a propulsive force.
The Flettner rotor:






Has a very low projected area compared with a wing sail for the same propulsive capacity.
Has a somewhat lower peaking ability than a wing sail.
Requires power to rotate the cylinder during plain sailing.
Will require a large bearing arrangement to accommodate the rotating motion. This will also make
a folding function more complicated.
Possibilities for reasonably easy retrofit.

Figure 25 Flettner rotors applied on EffShip Panamax platform vessel

The arrangement chosen for the EffShip Panamax tanker is four rotors, each 28.2 meters high and with
a diameter of 4.7 meters. Two rotation speeds - 120 rpm and 150 rpm- were evaluated.
The rotors are placed two at each side in zig-zag pattern.
Flettner rotors have been studied for about. 100 years. Numerous papers are published and rotors have
been built and tested both in model and full scale.
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2.7.3 Wing Sail
Within the EffShip project, the partner ScandiNaos has suggested a version of a wing sail – “EffSail” based on the square sail concept.
The design consists of a number of profiles mounted on a telescopic backbone with possibility to stow
one in the other. In fully stowed position the retracted pack of profiles is folded to the deck.
The “EffSail” has:
 A curved profile for high lift and high peaking performance
 Adaptability to various wind conditions with increasing structural strength as the area is
shortened.
 Possibility to stow away completely for preventing added resistance in headwind and forming
an obstacle for cargo handling.
 Possibility to retrofit.
 Apart from power for hoisting/lowering and bracing, no further added power is required
during plain sailing.

Figure 26 Wing sails applied on EffSip Panamax platform vessel

The arrangement that is chosen for the EffShip Panamax tanker is four masts each 52 meters high and
with a “yard” (corda) length of the widest panel of 17 m. The masts are placed two at each side in zigzag pattern. The total sail area is about 3 500 m2.
2.7.4

Results

Evaluation methodology
Mathematical models have been developed for the three sail arrangements and validated as far as
possible against available experimental data.
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Simulations have been performed using SSPA’s in-house seakeeping and manoeuvring software
SEAMAN.
Performance
Power reduction.

Reduction of propulsion power for a Panamax tanker
for different sail alternatives
Ship speed 12 knots, wind speed 9 m/s

Relative redcution in propulsion power

130%

As built
Rotors (4 rotors d=4.7 m h= 28 m)

120%

Rotors if not folded
EffSail telescopic and foldable (total sail area 3500m2)

110%

Kite 640 m2

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
0

30

60

90

120

150

180

true wind direction (degr)

Figure 27 Reduction in propulsion power at maintained speed for the different sail alternatives13

Ship’s behaviour
Heel, leeway and correction rudder is not considered a problem for a Panamax tanker or bulk carrier as
long as the engine is under operation of at least 20% of NCR.
For a short sea Roro this might be the case as stability in loaded condition sometimes is low. Also the
freedom to arrange a balanced rig is limited.
2.7.5 How to use
A kite can give high reduction in engine power but only for true beam wind up to true following wind.
If a ship’s speed is too high the apparent wind decreases and if too low the kite cannot fly.
A Flettner rotor can peak about 30to 40 degrees to the apparent wind.
An EffShip wing sail can peak 20 to 30 degrees.
At a given ship’s speed and with increasing favourable wind, a point will be reached where the engine
will run at too low load. To avoid that, an alternative is to allow the ship’s speed to increase and adjust
the propeller pitch accordingly.
With sufficient favourable wind the engine can be turned off and acceptable speed maintained under
sail alone. With a suitable variable pitch propeller the propeller can be fully feathered when
proceeding under sail alone.
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Economic evaluation
In the same way as it is important to identify how much of the waste energy that is reasonable to
recover (see chapter 1.10) it is important to identify which “free” propulsion power that is possible to
harvest based on an acceptable investment.
Inexpensive marine fuel reduces the interest and the amount of investment that can be justified for
energy recovery whereas expensive fuel pushes the interest in the opposite direction.
Cost to produce one kWh of propulsion power
€ 0.11 /kWh (Main engine HFO)
€ 0.18 /kWh (Main engine MGO)
Acceptable investment to save 1 kW - 4400 €
Based on MGO as fuel, the possibility to generate1 kW of free propulsion power onboard will justify
an investment of € 4 000 - € 4 500 assuming that the 1 kW power will be available and used 24 hours
per day 365 days per year. Limited availability or use of the free power will proportionally reduce the
justifiable investment cost.
A saving of 1 kW propulsion power has of course the same value.
Naturally each route has to be evaluated separately with regards to prevailing wind and weather
conditions. As a rule of thumb WP 6 suggests that a payback time for kite and rotor is in the order of 3
years with today’s fuel prices. For a wing sail the payback may be approximately2 years assuming that
the cost to install a 3 500 EffSail rig will be roughly €1 200 000.

saving
all year/winter %
ship speed (kn)
12
14
16

sail
21/24
17/20
12/14

rotor
15/17
13/15
9/10

kite
9/10
6/7

Figure 28 Estimated savings for round trip Rotterdam Caracas
Panamax tanker

Figure 29 Shipping route Rotterdam Caracass
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Part 3 Economic and trading factors of a sea transport system
3.1 Trade pattern and fuel efficiency
3.1.1

General

System design
The organization of a sea transport system is – together with the appropriate technical specification of
the ships – the most important parameter for an energy efficient system
Some observations:
- The shorter the route, the more important the operational speed in port and port manoeuvre
time, the location of berth versus port entrance, room/time for berth manoeuvre etc. for low
speed requirement at sea in a given schedule.
Examples: Helsingborg-Helsingör, Rödeby-Puttgarten, Gothenburg-Zeebrugge (S-borg).
- The faster the schedule speed (for commercial reasons), the more important the port
operational speed and the port manoeuvre time to avoid excessive utilization of very energy
intensive additional speed margin.
Examples: Destination Gotland high speed service.
- Scale of economic speed. The larger the ship, the better the fuel economy for a given transport
work and given speed.
Examples: Maersk super post Panamax container carriers (E-type) consume about 50% less
fuel per transported TEU fully loaded and about the same half loaded compared with a
Panamax container carrier.
- “Density in the voyage”, i.e. minimized empty capacity and ballast voyage, is always
important.
- Various delays due to organizational issues.
Examples: accessibility of stevedores, boatmen, pilots, port opening hours, etc.
- Requirements of the cargo.
Especially in liner service the requirements for delivery and receiving of cargo influence the
port time.
Example: Stena: Gbg – Kiel, StoraEnso: Gbg – Zeebrugge where the ships are sitting idle in
the port after a morning discharge of the cargo awaiting evening arrival of cargo to be loaded.
- Rules and regulations can have significant impact for the energy efficiency of a ship and hence
the transport system.
Example: EEDI.
Also to be considered for the design of energy efficient sea transport system:
- Electricity supply from shore from a fixed or movable set-up.
- Storage of ship’s waste heat for utilization on board and ashore (short/medium distance
ferries).
The above is known and reasonably well studied. Good and bad examples exist.
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3.1.2 Bulk and tank shipping
Bulk and tank shipping are commercial activities in a market consisting of contract/industrial and
single voyage shipping where cargo owner, operating companies, managers and ship owners (seldom
identical) are seeking the best economy for the transport of the cargo, the operation of the shipping
activity and/or return on their investment in ships.
A typical bulk- or tank-operation can be organized as follows:
A cargo owner makes a single voyage/several voyage fixture or a contract of affreightment (coa) with
an operating shipping company who undertakes to bring the owners cargo from A to B against a fixed
rate and time. The coa normally also include the cost for the bunker.
The operating shipping company takes a ship on time charter (T/C) from a ship owner. The ship owner
can be an organisation with own boats, ship management, etc. but is normally an investor, a bank or
similar with no or few employees. The running of the ship is in that case purchased from a managing
company.
3.1.3 Increased port efficiency
WP 714 has studied the activity from a fuel efficiency point of view and identified various reasons for
delay and waiting that – if eliminated - could save port time for possible lower speed at sea but also
identified the problems for utilization of it.
3.1.4 What is optimum speed?
The theoretical optimum economical speed at sea for a transport system depends to a large extent on
the time charter rate and the fuel cost. A high time charter rate justifies a higher speed. A very low
time charter rate and a high fuel price will make the charterer choose to keep the ship at sea some extra
days and save on the fuel.
The current trend for extreme slow steaming is somewhat artificial and a consequence of the oversupply of tonnage on the market due to unprecedented newbuilding volumes in recent years. In many
segments the charter rate today is just enough to cover the running costs. It is not realistic to believe
that the low charter rate will prevail since they are now too low to finance any newbuildings. An
increased transport demand, together with scrapping of old ships will eventually re-establish a better
balance between supply and demand of tonnage. This will make the charter rates recover and the
optimum economical speed will increase because the cost to keep the ship at sea an extra day will
increase.
 High newbuilding costs will increase the optimum economical speed
 High fuel price will reduce the optimum economical speed
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3.1.5 How to create incentives for investments in fuel saving measures?
The fuel consumption of a ship, in relation to its speed and cargo carrying capacity, is important – but
has not always top priority - when choosing which ship to contract for a certain transport work.
Normally the shipping company runs the transports according to the contract with the cargo owner and
the cargo owner pays for the fuel at cost. The ship owner or his management company ensures that the
ship performs according to the contract with the operating company, which means a fuel consumption
as contracted, and has little incentive to do better than that. The priority of the party that pays the fuel
bill – the operating company – is to get the cargo in place in time which leaves fuel as a low priority.
The exception is low market when the cargo has no hurry and slow steaming is an alternative – for that
reason.
Today there is only a quite small part of all marine operations where the same organisation pays
directly both for the daily charter rate and the fuel. Ferry operators typical belongs to that minority
together with some large liner operators and export companies with large stable volumes who can
make long term agreements (10-15 years) with ship owners. It is typically only in these operations
where significant investments can be accepted in order to save fuel.
New business models are needed in order to untangle the relation between charterer and shipowners
and enable investment and profit sharing for fuel saving investments. One model might be to invite
third party venture capital for fuel saving investments where each saved kWh will be charged to the
charterer and generate an income for the investor.
3.1.6 Fuel Consumption and Emissions
The dominant part of the global marine transport system does not fall into the category where there are
obvious and clear incentives for anyone to invest in fuel saving measures. This is unsatisfactory. For
example, dry cargo and liquid cargo carriers represent 40% of the total fuel consumption and 40% of
the CO2 emissions from shipping. If fuel saving measures were systematically implemented, a
significant reduction from marine transport could be achieved. The pay-back time for many of these
measures is very short. In a similar land based installation these investments would have been done a
long time ago.
An improved system for cost transparency is needed in shipping in order to enable obvious
economically and environmentally sound investments.
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Type

Number

Dead-weight
Tonnes
(10^6)

Total Bunker
Cons. per
ship type
Tonnes
(10^6)

CO2 from
Bunker cons.
Tonnes
(10^6)

% CO2
emission
per ship
type

Dry Bulk

7 002

367

56

169

14

Dry cargo

13 632

75

27

83

7

110

5,9

0,08

2

0

20 744

448

83

254

21

Chem oil

1 649

35

10

30

2

Chemical tankers

1 195

10

5

16

1

Product tanker

2 926

49

25

75

6

Crude tanker

1 945

279

44

132

11

197 361

373

84

254

20

Gas Tankers - LNG

375

28

16

48

4

Gas Tankers - LPG

1 061

15

7

20

2

Sub total

1 436

43

22

68

6

Container

3 991

131

104

314

25

Passenger/Ferry

3 759

6,2

40

120

10

Reefers

2 132

9

12

37

3

RoRo

2 131

19

19

57

5

22 787

165

175

530

43

11 902

17

18

55

4

Offshore

4 326

11

24

73

6

Tanker unspecified

1 723

15,6

4

13

1

59 859

1 072

410

1 246

100

Dry Cargo

Combination Carriers
Sub total

Liquid

Sub total

Gas

Liner

Sub total

Other
Miscellaneous

Grand Total

Table 1 Fuel consumption and CO2 emissions from the world fleet

The numbers are referring to 2007, Source: T.J. Gunner ”Report on air pollution”.
Depending on the source the numbers vary but the trends are the same
Note 1: In 2007, according to IMO, the CO2 emission from the global and domestic shipping was
about 3.1% of the global CO2 emission.
Note 2: In September 2012 the number of dry bulk ships was 9,422 and the corresponding tdw 670.3
million. The number of Combo vessels was at the same time 40 and the tdw 5.7 million.
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3.1.7 Fuel saving potential
In a paper presented by Per Fagerlund at the “Stora Marindagen 2009”, the following potential savings
were suggested.

Dry bulk & liquid

Container & Ro/ro

Total potential

Potential saving

Type of cost saving measure

10% - 20%

Operation, scale of economy

10% - 12%

Efficient engine systems

5% - 10%
25% - 42%

Hull and propulsion

30% - 50%

Operation, scale of economy

10% - 12%

Efficient engine systems

10% - 15%

Hull and propulsion

50% - 77%

3.1.8 Conclusions
To achieve the potential savings suggested in the table above, the following options were identified:
-

-

-

Scale of economy:
Larger shipment quantities, lower frequencies and bigger ships will promote fuel efficiency,
will lower the cost of the ship operation and reduce the capital cost. All are expressed per
transported volumes.
Long term contracts:
Time saved in port can be easily capitalized in lower speed at sea/fuel efficiency – and
properly shared among the actors.
Voyage performance like voyage planning, weather routing, engine monitoring, etc.
Environmental rules and regulations that create incentive for the various actors to prioritize
energy efficiency highly.

In this context it is noted that the EEDI formula, as is, does not consider/reward low GHG
fuels. It does promote large and - in relation to their length – moderate speed – ships
regardless of whether loaded, part loaded or in ballast. (Example: Super post panamax
container ships). It promotes low power in general which gives reasons for concern for large
bulk ships being underpowered beyond safety.
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Part 4 Application of findings
4.1 Background
An essential part of the EffShip Project is to test the findings of the various Work Packages in real
ships – projected or existing. By doing so also the physical compatibility of the various proposals is
demonstrated. This is done in WP 8.
Two generic ships were chosen as platform vessels.



The first one is a short sea roro existing as a project – the so called Mk III Class – and was put
to the disposal of EffShip by the Swedish Orient Line.
The second one is a Panamax tanker built 2005 at the Dalien Shipyard and put to the disposal
of EffShip by Stena.

The two generic ships are both considered to represent the state of the art of their types.

4.2 Approach to the demo applications
On the roro ship two engine alternatives were chosen: either two four stroke engines geared to one
shaft or one two stroke engine direct coupled.
On the Panamax ship a slow speed two stroke engine was selected.
As the installed power is in the same order for the two ships, the EffShip findings are demonstrated on
the four stroke version of the roro ship only. On the Panamax ship the findings are demonstrated on
the two stroke engine installation.
The technologies are assumed to be applied to the ship as a new building. The numbers and statements
in the tables are “in addition” to the Mk III/Panamax fulfilling the year 2010 rules and regulations.
The numbers in the tables are indicative and the purpose is to demonstrate the order of the
investments, weights, impact on fuel consumption, etc. The fuel price development will always have a
fundamental impact when evaluating different alternatives and must be carefully observed.
Installation of a SCR is simpler in a four stroke arrangement as higher exhaust temperatures allow
location after the turbo charger. This is contrary to a two stroke installation where the SCR needs to be
placed before the turbo. Also energy recovery from the exhaust gas will benefit from higher exhaust
temperatures.
For scrubbers and ORCs, installation is not much affected by whether there is a two- or four stroke
engine.
For retrofit, any conversion must be evaluated separately. In general a conversion to methanol is
considered much cheaper than a conversion to LNG. See also Part 1 “Engine Technologies”.
Under “consumables” are listed consumables for system operation (chemicals, etc).

4.3 The Mk III short sea roro
The Mk III design (put to the disposal of EffShip by SOL) is a further development of the S-class and
Trans P – class vessels developed by ScandiNaos for StoraEnso. These vessels are sailing in an
intermodal system carrying unitized paper products, containers and trailers.
Emphasis is placed on fast and safe cargo handling, high utilization of carrying capacities within given
dimensions and a very high degree of fuel efficiency/low resistance.
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The fact that Mk III is based on the S- and Trans P- class implies that it was possible to carry out
verifying tests on these ships to ensure realistic in service results.
4.3.1 Main Particulars Mk III
The engine and accommodation are located forward which gives a straight and easy access to all the
cargo lanes. It also gives a good balance (minimum or no ballast) in loaded and part loaded conditions.
Access to the cargo areas is arranged via a full width stern ramp/door to deck 2 (entrance deck) and via
internal ramps to deck 1 and deck 3.
The basic version has three cargo decks. The concept allows a 4 th deck to be added either at new
building or retrofit.
An optional 4th deck is reached via an internal ramp.
Dimensions
LOA
Lpp
Beam, moulded

205.0 m
196.6m
26.7 m

Cargo areas and capacities
Deck
free height
clear width
lane m
Deck 1
5.1 m
22.0 m
abt. 700 m
Deck 2
5.1m
24.2 m
abt. 1 100 m
Deck 3
7.1/10.0 m*
24.2 m
abt. 1 400 m
Tot.
abt. 3 200 m
*under the mooring deck aft 7.1m, under the superstructure = 10.0m
Draught & DW
Design draught
DW design
Trailer draught
DW trailer
Permissible scantling draught

8.2 m
14 200 ton
6.9m
8 900 ton
to be calculated

Machinery.
MCR about 18,000 kW for operation on HFO



Alternative 1, 1 x Wärtsilä 8RT-flex60C direct driven on CP propeller with a diameter of
6.2m. (This alternative is studied in the Panamax tanker application).
Alternative 2, 2 x 8L46F with reduction gear and 1 CP propeller with a diameter 6.2m

Generators
 2x 1.600 kW diesel generators for operation on MGO.
 1x 2.200 kW declutchable shaft generator with stable frequency within the operable rpm
range.
Speed
Speed
18 knots
22 knots

Draught
8.2 m
6.9 m

Sea margin
15%
15%

Main engine condition
SFOC optimised engine rating
90% SMCR
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4.3.2 Mk III - Alternatives for operation on HFO
In this version a scrubber and an SCR are installed to fulfil the 2015/2016 rules for SOx and NOx in the ECA areas.
For exhaust gas energy recovery, a conventional wet steam turbine is installed. The turbine is connected to the same gear and shaft as the shaft generator as described in
Chapter 1.10, “Heat recovery and Energy Transformation technologies”. ORC is used for low temperature energy recovery.
Scrubber for SOx abatement - HFO operation
The design dimensions for a 20 MW two-stroke and a 20 MW four-stroke scrubber differs somewhat. In this study the differences are relatively small and the variation
in dimensions between two suppliers varies more than between two and four stroke applications. The numbers below are assumed to be relevant in both cases.
Equipment

Weight

Size

Power
consumption
200 kW
(Appr 1%)

Consumable
(50% NaOH)
13 l/MWh*
20 kg/MWh*

Operational
cost
10 €/MWh*

Fuel cost saving
Diff MGO, HFO

Hybrid
14 ton dry
Scrubber tower:
50 €/MWh*
scrubber
27 ton w water  4.2m h=10m
*MWh of engine mechanical output
** Investment for retrofit minimum 25% more expensive, not considering cost for off hire
Main system components
- Scrubber tower
- Sea water pump
- Sludge tank
- Dosing unit
- Effluent holding tank
- Scrubbing water cooler
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-

Piping system
Treatment unit separator
Reagent tank
Bleed of holding tank
Scrubbing water pump
Fresh water tank

Investment
New building**
€ 4 000 000

Break even after
100 000 MWh*

at 75%
NMCR
6 700 h
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SCC for NOx abatement - HFO operation
Equipment
Weight
Size
Two stroke Main Engine 20 MW
Pre turbo SCR
8 ton
Four stroke Main Engines 2 x 10 MW
SCR
2 x 7 ton
4 stroke Aux Engines total 1.6 MW
SCR
1.5 ton

Power
consumption

Consumable
(40% Urea)

Operational cost

Investment
New building

 3.1m h=4.5m

8 kW
(Appr 0.04%)

16 l/MWh*

4 €/MWh*

€ 500 000**

2x
2.3 x 2.3 m h=4m

2 x 5 kW
(Appr 0.05%)

11 l/MWh*

3 €/MWh*

€ 400 000**

1 x 1 m h=2.8m

3 kW

11 l/MWh*

3 €/MWh*

€ 40 000**

*MWh of engine mechanical output
** The upcoming IMO NOx rules 2016 relates to newbuildings. Retrofit will only be relevant in areas where special conditions apply, e.g. national
requirements such as the Norwegian NOx fund
Main system components:
- SCR converter
- Urea injector
- Urea dosing unit
- Urea holding tank
Economizer - HFO operation
Equipment
Weight

Size

Heat gain

Investment

Two stroke Main Engine 20 MW
Exhaust gas boiler, EGB
15 ton

 4m h=4m

2 000 kW

€ 500 000

Four stroke Main Engines 2 x 10 MW
Exhaust gas boiler, EGB
15 ton
 4m h=4m

2 500 kW

€ 500 000
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Distribution system for tank heating and fuel treatment - HFO operation
Heat from the exhaust gas boiler is mainly used for HFO tank heating, fuel treatment and fuel booster module.
Equipment
Heat exchangers and piping

Heat consumption
1 000 kW

Investment
€ 500 000

Steam turbine, generator and transmission - HFO operation
The surplus steam after the primary heat consumers have been supplied is too small to justify a steam turbine. Surplus steam can be used for additional heat to the ORC
units.
ORC for low temp energy transformation - HFO operation
Equipment
Weight
Size
Recovered energy
(el. or mech.)

Investment incl.
EGB

Break even at
75% NMCR

Two stroke Main Engine 20 MW
ORC turbine
20 ton

3x3x2m

350 kW*

€ 600 000

9 000 h

Four stroke Main Engines 2 x 10 MW
ORC turbine
20 ton
3x3x2m

450 kW*

€ 600 000

7 000 h

*Approx. 100 kW provided from surplus steam from exhaust gas boiler
Main system components
- Evaporator
- ORC turbine
- Condenser

-

Feed pump
Generator
Transmission
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4.3.3 Mk III - Alternatives for operation on Methanol
Fuel: Methanol + MDO as ignition fuel and for the generators.
Engine adaption, tank and fuel system arrangement- Methanol operation
Equipment
Weight (additional)
Size

Fuel cost saving

Investment

Diff MGO, MeOH

For new building:
For conversion:
50 tons
*MWh of engine mechanical output

Methanol tanks

1800 m3
(Same range as 880 m3 HFO)

48 €/MWh*

€ 2 000 000
€ 5 000 000

Break even
after
42 000 MWh
100 000 MW h

Hours at 75%
NMCR
2 700 h
6 700 h

Scrubber for SOx abatement
No SOx abatement is needed.
SRC for NOx abatement for - Methanol operation
To reach Tier II NOx levels no aftertreatment will be needed. To reach Tier III NOx levels a SCR converter will probably be required.
For a medium speed engine the required NOx reduction, when operating on methanol, will be approximately 1 g/kWh compared to approximately 7 g/kWh for HFO
operation. The size of the SCR will not be very different but the urea consumption will only be about 14% of the urea consumption for HFO operation.
Equipment

Weight

Size

Power
consumption

Four stroke Main Engines 2 x 10 MW
SCR
2 x 6 ton

Consumable
(40% Urea)

Operational cost

Investment
New building

2x
2 x 3 kW
1.5 l/MWh*
0.4 €/MWh*
€ 400 000**
2.3 x 2.3 m h=4m (Appr 0.03%)
*MWh of engine mechanical output
** The upcoming IMO NOx rules 2016 relates to newbuildings. Retrofit will only be relevant in areas were special conditions apply, e.g. national requirements
such as the Norwegian NOx fund .
An existing engine that is converted to methanol operation after 1 st of January 2016 will not have to fulfil Tier III requirements in ECA areas. This is according
to information from a major classification society.

Main system components
- SCR converter
- Urea injector

-

Urea dosing unit
Urea holding tank
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Economizer, steam turbine, generator and transmission - Methanol operation
The exhaust from methanol combustion is in principle sulphur free and will improve the conditions for increased heat recovery.
Equipment

Weight

Size

Heat gain

Investment

 5m h=6m

3 300 kW

€ 750 000

Four stroke Main Engines 2 x 10 MW
Exhaust gas boiler, EGB
30 ton
 5m h=6m

4 000 kW

€ 750 000

Two stroke Main Engine 20 MW
Exhaust gas boiler, EGB
30 ton

Distribution system for tank heating and fuel treatment - Methanol operation
For methanol operation the steam needed for tank heating and treatment will be reduced by 90% compared to HFO operation.
Equipment
Heat exchangers and piping

Heat consumption
100 kW

Investment
€ 50 000

Steam turbine, generator and transmission - Methanol operation
With increased heat recovery and reduced need for steam for tank heating and fuel treatment there will be a sufficient surplus to justify a steam turbine system for
electric or propulsion power generation.
Equipment

Weight

Size

Recovered energy
(el. or mech.)

Investment incl.
EGB

Break even at
75% NMCR

3x3x2m

500 kW

€ 1 200 000

12 000 h

Four stroke Main Engines 2 x 10 MW
Steam turbine
10 ton
3x3x2m

600 kW

€ 1 200 000

10 000 h

Two stroke Main Engine 20 MW
Steam turbine
10 ton

Main system components
- Boiler kettle
- Steam drum
- Feed pump
- Condenser

-

Steam turbine
Generator
Transmission
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ORC for low temperature energy recovery- Methanol operation
The heat for the ORC system will be provided form the engine cooling system.
Equipment

Weight

Size

Recovered energy
(el. or mech.)

Investment incl.
EGB

Break even at
75% NMCR

3x3x2m

250 kW

€ 600 000

12 000 h

Four stroke Main Engines 2 x 10 MW
ORC turbine
20 ton
3x3x2m

350 kW

€ 600 000

9 000 h

Two stroke Main Engine 20 MW
ORC turbine
20 ton

Main system components
- Evaporator
- ORC turbine
- Condenser

-

Feed pump
Generator
Transmission

4.3.4 Mk III - Alternatives for operation on LNG
Fuel: LNG + MDO as ignition fuel and for the generators.
Engine adaption, tank and fuel system arrangement - LNG operation
Equipment
Weight (additional)
Size

Fuel cost saving

Investment

Diff MGO, LNG

For new building:
250 tons
For conversion:
*MWh of engine mechanical output

LNG tanks

1600 m3
(Same range as 880 m3 HFO)

40 €/MWh*

€ 12 000 000
€ 18 000 000

Break even
after
300 000 MWh
450 000 MWh

Hours at 75%
NMCR
2 0 000 h
30 000 h

Other systems - LNG operation
Other systems such as conditions for tank heating energy recovery and transformation for LNG operation are similar to for methanol operation as described previously.
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4.4 The Panamax tanker
As a Panamax tanker has a by far more spacious engine room than the Mk III ship, everything that is
suggested for the Mk III above can physically be adapted to the Panamax ship.
4.4.1

Main Particulars

Dimensions
LOA
Lpp
Beam, moulded

228.6 m
219.0m
32.2 m

Draught & DW
Design draught
DW design
Scantling draught
DW scantling
Machinery
MAN-B&W 6S60MC

12.5 m
72 000 ton
14.4m
ton

1 set with FP propeller, MCR: 12 240 kW at 105 rpm

Class:
DNV + A 1 Tanker for Oil ESP, NAUTICUS, E0 VCS-2
4.4.2 Panamax – HFO, MGO or methanol
From a technical perspective all alternatives applicable for the roro ship are also available for the
Panamax tanker. However, the commercial drivers will not be the same.
Many bulk and tank vessels only have a part of their route inside a SECA area and they do not have
competition from land transportation in the same way as roro shipping. The fuel cost increase due to a
shift from HFO to MGO will not result in a risk that significant bulk and liquid volumes are shifted
from sea to land. The increased cost will primarily become a problem for the cargo owner and not for
the ship owner or service operator. The consequences for the cargo owner might be drastic, i.e. lost
competitiveness due to cost increase, but it is more of an indirect problem for shipping and it will take
time to find out who should take the initiative for a better solution than a simple shift to MGO.
There will also be a search for more cost efficient alternatives than a shift to MGO for tank and bulk
shipping but it will most probably take a longer time because there needs to be someone who takes an
initiative and they would certainly like to wait and see what works in the other shipping segments.
When the global requirements for maximum 0.5% sulphur for marine fuel are implemented it is
expected that the scrubber solution eventually will find a market. The average sulphur content in HFO
is about 2.7% worldwide. It is quite reasonable that open loop scrubbers will be accepted outside the
SECA areas. The open loop scrubber is significantly less complex than a closed loop system and will
provide a cost efficient solution to low sulphur fuel.
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4.4.3 Panamax - Complementary propulsion
Regardless of which fuel is used the drive to reduce fuel consumption will be very clear and simple. The more expensive the fuel gets, the stronger the drive will
become to save fuel.
Wind is the only renewable energy source that has the potential to contribute to shipping in the short and medium term perspective. For ships with good stability in all
sailing conditions and on long routes, auxiliary sail is an interesting option.
The most cost efficient of the sail alternatives evaluated in the EffShip project was the fixed profile telescopic sail arrangement EffSail.
Equipment

Weight (additional)

Size

EffSail

150 tons

3500 m2

Power reduction
Ship speed 14 knots
Wind speed 8 m/s
1400 kW

Investment

Propulsion energy
cost (MGO)

Break even after

€ 1 500 000

180 €/MWh

6000 h

As shown in Part 2 “Complementary propulsion”, the generic Panamax tanker above, equipped with an EffSail arrangement, may save some 15% to 25% of fuel on a
route from the Caribbean to Europe.
The numbers depend on whether it is summer/winter season and on the selected sailing speed (12 knot to 16 knot).
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4.5 Emission control
The IMO MEPC 57 calls for a maximum sulphur content in the fuel of 0.5% worldwide from 2020.
From 2016, the Tier III levels for NOx will apply for new built ships in ECA areas.
This means that SOx abatement technologies will find applications for ships in non-ECA areas as long
as oil based fuels are competitively priced as marine fuels.
Ships with few calls in Emission Control Areas, (ECAs), (which are growing in number) have the
uncomplicated choice to switch to low sulphur MDO when in the ECA area.
For ships more frequently sailing in the ECA areas, a methanol/HFO or methanol/MDO arrangement
is an alternative, especially for conversions.
For ships sailing in the ECA areas at all times, an “all methanol” installation is very attractive,
especially for a new building where all the traditional HFO related equipment (tank heating,
separators, sludge handling, settling and service tanks, etc.) can be eliminated, thus offering a cheaper,
cleaner and more easily maintained engine room. The absence of this equipment also gives a weight
compensation for the extra volume of methanol due to the lower calorific value (50%) compared to
HFO.
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Part 5 Discussion
5.1 The present situation
The sea transport community has (at least) three major groups of problems for which a common
scenario and road map can be sought.
The first one is the perpetual everyday work to make sea transport more efficient in the broad sense of
the word (system operation, port productivity, energy management, etc).
The second one is to find solutions for the immediate and compulsory demands for low NOx and SOx
emissions. The main alternatives include:
 Low sulphur MGO + SCR
 HFO + scrubber + SCR
 Gas based fuels
 Engine technologies
The solutions to the second group of problems should be chosen to facilitate the solutions of the third
one, which is to find energy carriers and energy converters that are truly sustainable and which can
contribute to the reduction of GHG emissions.
Other drivers in addition to the 2015/2016 SOx/NOx regulations, include the Swedish Government’s
target of “20% better efficiency in energy use, 40% reduction of the GHG and 10% renewable energy
in the transport sector by 2020” and the EU’s statement that “GHG, in the transport sector, to be
reduced by 20% below the 2008 level by 2030 and by 70% below the 2008 level by 2050.”
In the report “Second IMO GHG Study 20091”, a total of 162 alternative scenarios for 2020 to 2050
related to the emission of CO2 from ships are identified.

Figure 30. IMO International Shipping CO2 emission scenarios (Source: Second IMO GHG Study
2009)
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One of the key observations – says IMO – is that demand for transport is the most important variable
affecting the growth of CO2.
There are scenarios of very low CO2 growth (but yet a growth) – together with high transport
efficiency that constitute the min. alternative in the graph.
But – a reduction of the emissions beyond that min. scenario would, according to IMO, require
 Abrupt decoupling between seaborne trade and global economic growth.
 A global economic growth significantly lower than (the lowest) B2 scenario.
 Extreme shortage of fossil energy compared with the SRES scenario (in 2050 the energy
consumption is forecast to be between 164% to 284% of the 2010 values and fossil energy sources
will cover 57% to 87% of this).
 Introduction of unexpected technologies.
The IMO conclusion: “Therefore the scenarios do not eliminate the possibility of reduction of CO 2.
However they do signal a need for fundamental change in order to achieve such reductions”.
The EffShip project shows that:






Some reduction in GHG emissions is possible with a complete change over to fuels based on
natural gas due to their lower CO2 emissions.
To reach the 70% reduction, the production of fuel must include methods where CO 2 is captured
and re-cycled. Methanol can be produced by using a Carbon Capture and Recycling process
(CCR) like “bi-reforming” as suggested by George Olah. Varieties exist or are under development.
Although limited in quantity, methanol produced from bio feedstock (forest waste, animal waste,
etc.) can be used for reducing the GHG emissions as availability permits.
The ultimate solution – as suggested at the KVA conference “Energy 2050” in 2009 – is to use
sun/geo/bio prime energy sources. That is the only way a GHG neutral and long term sustainable
energy supply can be created. Out of sun and geo-power produced hydrogen and captured CO2,
methanol is produced. Technologies for this are available but development to industrial scale at
realistic costs is a long walk.

Conclusion
The conclusion of the EffShip project is that “unexpected technologies”, that IMO hopes for, do
already exist and can – properly industrialized and implemented – achieve the “fundamental change”
that IMO and the world find necessary to achieve sustainability.
And more: the sea transport world will commercially benefit from it together with the rest of the
world.
How can this be achieved?
To satisfy the environmental targets/rules in short term, decisions must be taken regarding what
available energy carriers (fuels) and related engine technologies to use. The decisions must preferably
not only solve the short term problems but also pave the road to sustainable and cost efficient solutions
for the medium and long term environmental targets and commitments.
As the industrial capacity for outfitting all the ships concerned in the SECA areas with scrubbers or
gas converted engines to meet the 2015 January deadline is insufficient, low sulphur MDO is the most
readily available option. Low sulphur HFO might be an option but is energy consuming to produce
and has thus has a large GHG footprint.
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Regarding “alternative fuel”, the EffShip project findings from WP2 are that methanol is the most
attractive over short, medium and long perspectives, due to the following:






Methanol is readily available, cheap, easy to handle and trade, and requires less complicated
on board installations than HFO for newbuildings.
Methanol can contribute to meeting the short term SOx and NOx requirements (cheaper
conversions than LNG) and can, over the medium term, per se, contribute to limiting the CO2
emissions. Biogas and captured CO2 plus natural gas (methane) as feedstock add to this.
Ultimately – over the long term – fossil free produced hydrogen plus captured (re-circulated)
CO2 can be used to produce fossil free methanol.
Methanol – as considered a “better hydrogen carrier that hydrogen itself” – is an excellent fuel
for fuel cells.

Also:





Sulphur free fuels offer increased possibilities for energy recovery. Technologies are
established, mainly at on-shore industries, with good potential to be developed into maritime
efficiency improvers.
Wind as complementary power is feasible especially for tank and bulk ships on the long
routes.
Important energy savings can be made with fuel efficiency fully integrated as a guiding
parameter in sea transport contracting and system designing.

Finally:
A well planned and executed introduction of methanol as a marine fuel opens possibilities to establish
high tech industries within the fields of:






Fuel development
Fuel Production
Mechanical engineering
Production and installation of ship equipment
Advanced environmental development

A proposal for a “Road Map” for how to achieve is given in this report together with a list of
suggested projects.

5.2 Scenarios and Road Map
5.2.1 Short term scenario – up to year 2015/2016
The shipping world has to live up to the SECA/ECA and related rules in 2015/2016.
Mainly three options exist:
 Low sulphur distillate (0.1% MGO/MDO)
 HFO together with a scrubber solution.
 Natural gas or biogas in forms like LNG, Methanol, DME, synthetic diesel, etc.
The following Scenario/Road Map is suggested:
Fuels based on crude oil will be used as long as they are economically attractive and their use
complies with current rules.


A multitude of scrubber designs are developed to reach a “proven maritime solution” status.
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Industrial capacity for large scale “scrubberization” of HFO fuelled ships in the SECA area before
2015 is far from sufficient and needs to be developed.
Scrubber residual handling needs to be introduced.
Various engine technologies for methanol combustion are under development and testing to be
lifted to “industrial conversion kit” stage.
Low newbuilding activities mean few (but yet some) opportunities to introduce more LNG fuelled
ships and to test methanol fuelled ships. Thus retrofit has to be focused upon.
A multitude of fuel saving and energy efficiency improvers to be developed and tested at full
scale.
The first full scale prototype sail as complementary propulsion to be tested.
Trade efficiency and port efficiency allowing lower speed at sea to be further worked upon and
introduced.
Ongoing daily fuel efficiency work to be intensified.

5.2.2 Medium term scenario, year 2020
The targets set by EU and the Swedish Government: 20% more efficient energy usage, 20% reduction
of GHG in 2030 from 2008 level and min. 10% of renewable energy in the transport sector. Further an
expansion of Emission Control Areas – where limits for PM are also set - is expected. The demand for
fuels with a maximum sulphur content of 0.5% sulphur, or alternatively for scrubbers, is valid
worldwide outside the SECA areas. The EEDI rules are in force for newbuildings and so is the NOx
Tier III.
The following Scenario/Road Map – in addition to the previous – is suggested:









For worldwide traffic, dual fuel methanol/HFO or methanol/MDO to be gradually introduced.
Sulphur free fuels like LNG/methanol/MDO mean better possibilities for heat recovery/increased
system efficiency. Fuel savers and energy efficiency improvers to be introduced and proven and
would be capable of lifting the engine efficiency to above 55%.
For coastal trade on liner/long contract basis or “motorways of the sea” a single sulphur-free fuel
(like methanol, etc.) for a simpler and cheaper engine room layout and equipment to be used.
In areas where distribution and trade is established, LNG is also a good alternative for certain
types of ships.
For places where green methanol is available it is used together with fossil methanol for greener
transport.
First newbuildings (most likely a tanker or a bulk carrier) for motor sailing to be introduced.
Trade efficiency and port efficiency allowing lower speed at sea to be worked upon and improved
as well as daily fuel efficiency.

5.2.2 Long term scenario, 2050 and beyond
The EU demand for GHG 70% below the 2008 levels in 2050 sets the agenda. Crude oil based fuels
still dominate but less and less as demands for cleaner fuels and emission abatement measures get
more severe. “GHG polluters will pay”. Gas based fuels will gradually take over due to lower fuel
price - in turn due to much larger and more easily accessible gas reserves and lower production costs.
They are cleaner, require less onboard technology and make heat recovery easier.
A 100% use of gas based fuels will per se lower the GHG emission but to reach the 70% level, a
substantial amount of green methanol together with other green fuels and efficiency means must be
used.
The following Scenario/Road Map is suggested:


Methanol, etc. is produced out of its wide and flexible feedstock – including bio alternatives.
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Methanol is produced out of fossil natural gas but utilizing its hydrogen for partial recycling of
CO2.
Methanol is produced out of captured CO2 and fossil free hydrogen which is produced using wind,
water, sun, geo or 4th generation nuclear power as prime energy.
The first fuel cell prime movers to be introduced for ship propulsion.
Auxiliary sails to be regularly used on tank and bulk ships mainly on long distance routes.
Trade efficiency and port efficiency allowing lower speed at sea to be continually worked upon
and improved as well as daily fuel efficiency.

5.2.3

Economy

Costs and prices:
The demand for low sulphur fuels will increase. Possible biofuel alternatives are not available in the
quantities needed in the maritime industry.
The reserves of natural gas are more easily accessible than those of oil and the oil reserves are
increasingly costly to exploit.
Of the gas based fuels, methanol has a higher production cost than LNG but a lower distribution cost
and also a lower cost for engine adaptation and on board storage and is all told the more cost efficient
alternative of the gas based fuels. Based on its high availability and accessibility methanol has the
potential to be a less expensive marine fuel than HFO.

Figure 31Fuel cost along the logistic chain

In the spin-off project “SPIRETH” (Alcohol (spirits) and Ethers as Marine Fuel) a lower grade of
methanol – the so called “raw methanol” where some water and impurities remains – was successfully
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tested as engine fuel. Raw methanol means lower production cost (about 10%) and a smaller carbon
footprint (about 10%) and also opens up a separate market for marine fuel methanol – distinct from the
“chemical methanol” - with its own market pricing with possibilities to compete with HFO pricewise.
The same possibility exists for the DME quality “OBATE” developed by Haldor-Topsö within the
SPIRETH project.
5.2.4 How to proceed
Few things happen by themselves. Efficient drivers are needed. Political and economic drivers can be
very efficient and so can the environmental. But equally necessary is a general awareness and
acceptance among the actors of the industry of what can be done and be done profitably.
Targets must be set – for all levels and for the time related perspectives.
In this context it should be remembered that targets – to be efficient – must be:
 Specific
 Measurable
 Auditable
 Realistic
 Time bound
Wishful thinking, precipitate or unrealistic political, commercial or technical decisions may ruin much
of the trade we all are depending on for support of our growing population – without more than
marginally (if at all) achieving the environmental improvements we all need for our long term
survival.
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5.2.5 Future projects for industrialization of the EffShip findings
A number of projects are outlined below that may serve as stepping stones in the further development
of a sustainable and successful maritime transport industry – one which is energy efficient and has a
minimal environmental impact.
Development of “end of the pipe” solutions
As oil based fuels, including HFO, will be used for many years to come, improved “end of the pipe
solutions” will be used.
 Few – if any – closed loop scrubber designs are considered “proven marine technology” and need
further development and industrialization.
 Development of multi abatement technologies.
Methanol fuelled marine engines
 Development and evaluation of alternative engine technologies. Otto or diesel? If diesel –
methanol with ignition fuel or methanol with glow plug ignition? (note I + note II)
 Development and evaluation of components like fuel pumps, injection valves, glow plugs, etc.
(note I + note II)
 Development of retrofit kits for existing engines (note I)
Retrofit technologies for heat recovery from sulphur free fuels
 ORC technologies and transmissions for el-generation and for propulsive improvement. (note III)
 Heat exchangers.
 Heat storage arrangements. (note III)
Gas based marine fuels – especially methanol
 Development of the fuels as such with regards to ignition properties, lubrication ability, safety
aspects, etc. (note II)
Methanol fuel – sustainably produced
 Improved production methods out of a wide range of feedstock.
 Carbon Capture and Recycling. (note II)
 Methanol produced out of fossil free produced hydrogen and captured carbon dioxide.
Storage and handling of low flashpoint fuels
 Harmonized rules are under development by the class and the national authorities. (note I)
 Practical and efficient solutions to be developed in harmony with these lines. (note I)
Trade and logistic
 Creation of a market for “bunker methanol” which pricewise is separated from the more expensive
“chemical methanol”. (note I)
Complementary propulsion
 Development of the “EffSail” concept for on board verifications. (note II)
Trade pattern and fuel efficiency
 Development of a commercial structure of agreements for sea transports promoting fuel efficiency
and low emissions – especially for big bulk and tank.
Notes:
I Presently dealt with within the application and demo project “SPIRETH” (www.spireth.com)
II Detailed research project formulated
III Detailed project under discussion
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Part 6

Dissemination of the EffShip results

The following public arrangements, publications and meetings have been organized to convey the
results of the EffShip project:













Introduction Symposium, Långedrag 16/11 2010.
A full day seminar with some 45 speakers and opponents identifying the state of the art for
alternative maritime fuels
A home page: www.effship.com
Stora Marindagen, Göteborg 5/4 2011.
Presenting the EffShip project in its context at a “full track” – one out of three – for the
professional shipping industry.
An eight page brochure compiled and distributed.
European Maritime Day, Göteborg 22/5 2012
A presentation of the EffShip proposal for “story line” and “road map” to meet the 2050 GHG
demands in the presentation block “Sustainable Shipping”
Paper presented at the KVA symposium in Stockholm June 7 and 8, 2012
Scientific Paper presented
o Bengtsson et al., “Criteria for future marine fuels”
presented at IAME 2012 Conference 6th – 8th September, 2012, Taipei, Taiwan
EffShip final seminar held 21 March, 2013 in Göteborg, with approximately 140 attendees.

Contacts were established and meetings and discussion held with:







Maersk Maritime Technology
Danish project “Green Shipping”
George Olah, et al. of Loker Hydrocarbon Research Institute, University of Southern California.
Vladimir Piven, Professor at University of Petronas
Sten Björk, Environmental Strategist, Trelleborg Council
Misc. articles in professional magazines (Swedish Shipping Gazette, Ny Teknik)

Spin off projects.


The “SPIRETH” project started in 2011. Project partners Haldor Topsö, Lloyds Register
EMEA, Methanex, ScandiNaos, SSPA, Stena, and Wärtsilä plan to carry out full scale testing
of methanol and DME (OBATE) as maritime fuels.
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Acronyms, abbreviations and definitions
BTL

Biomass to Liquid

CCR

Carbon Capture and Recycling

CCS

Carbon Capture and Storage

CH4

Methane

CN

Cetane Number

CNG

Compressed Natural Gas

COA

Contract of affreightment

CSP

Concentrated Solar Power

DF

Dual Fuel

DME

Dimethyl Ether

ECA

Emission Control Area

EEDI

Energy Efficiency Design Index

EGR

Exhaust Gas Recirculation

EGTS

Exhaust Gas Treatment Systems

FC

Fuel Cell

FT

Fischer – Tropsch

GHG

Greenhouse Gas

GTL

Gas to Liquid

HEC

Health, Environment and Climate

HFO

Heavy Fuel Oil

ICE

Internal Combustion Engine

IMO

International Maritime Organization

LCA

Life Cycle Analysis

LNG

Liquefied Natural Gas

LPG

Liquefied Petroleum Gas

LS

Low Sulphur

LSHFO

Low Sulphur Heavy Fuel Oil

MCR

Max Continuous Rating

MDO

Marine Diesel Oil
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MGO

Marine Gas Oil

MIT

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

MTG

Methane to Gasoline

OBATE

Onboard Alcohol To Ether

ORC

Organic Rankine Cycle

OT

Octane Number

PM

Particulate matter

PV

Photo Voltage

RINA

Royal Institute of Naval Architects

SCR

Selective Catalytic Reduction

SECA

Sulphur Emission Control Area

SOL

Swedish Orient Line

T/C

Time Charter

TDC

Top Dead Centre

VOC

Volatile Organic Compound

ULSHFO

Ultra Low Sulphur Heavy Fuel Oil
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Appendix A – Fuel properties
Natural Gas / LNG
Properties
Natural gas (between 85 to 98% methane) becomes liquid (LNG) at -163°C and requires storage in
well insulated pressure tanks (cryogenic tanks).
Formula
CH4
Density
Lighter than air
Flash point
-188 degree C
Lower heat value
21 MJ/litre
Natural gas burns with a visible flame under all conditions.
Natural gas/LNG is not aggressive and – observing the minus 163 centigrade as LNG (cold cracking
may occur if spilled) – it is compatible with most materials.
Safety
Natural gas has a low flashpoint and is included in the ongoing class work for “Low flashpoint fuels”.
In its liquid state LNG cannot burn and is not explosive.
As vapour, it has a flammable range of 5% to 15% air mix. It is – as natural gas – lighter than air and
evaporates quite quickly.
If stratified LNG in a tank comes to equilibrium, the mixing of the two layers may lead to release of
heat and vaporization that dramatically increase the tank pressure and may exceed the capacity of the
safety valve. The phenomena is called “roll over” (North European LNG Report) 15.
If spilled and ignited, the fire temperature is very high (60% above a gasoline fire).
If spilled LNG comes in contact with a warmer surface/water, explosion-like expansion with high
energy release – Rapid Phase Transition (RTP) - may occur. If spilled in cold water and the fumes are
ignited, a pool fire may develop. If spilled on steel, the steel will become brittle.
The above must be kept in mind when discussing consequences of collision and suitable allocation of
LNG fuel tanks onboard.
Health
Liquefied at -162 C it creates cryogenic burns when in contact with skin.
As a vapour – methane – it may cause asphyxiation if it replaces oxygen in a confined area.
Influence on the environment
LNG is a fossil gas but has, when combusted, a lower CO2 (abt. 25%) emission than oil based fuels.
The reason is the lower carbon to hydrogen ratio. Due to incomplete combustion in gas and dual fuel
engines a small part of the methane will escape un-combusted. Methane is 21 times more powerful
than CO2 as a greenhouse gas. With a 4% methane slip the GHG benefit of LNG is eliminated. In a
report from MARINTEK16 it has been proposed that for GHG calculations a methane slip of 80 kg /ton
gas (8%) should be assumed. More LCA (life cycle analysis) aspects regarding different fuels are
presented in the EffShip WP2 report10.
The “methane slip” in the LNG fuel distribution system is very difficult to estimate and needs to be
further investigated. Small tanks and trucks seldom or never are equipped with a vapour return
arrangement.
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When it comes to other environmental impacts LNG in general shows a lower impact than the other
fuels that it has been compared to, both fossil fuels and biofuels.
Engine technologies
The technologies for engines running on LNG (in gas phase) are proven in both Otto engines and –
with dual fuel – diesel engines. The emissions of SOx (if any) and NOx can be kept within the 2015
and 2016 emission limits.
The development and use of large gas fuelled engines in the power plant industry has been standard
for many years.
Ship installations for LNG/gas fuel are technically advanced. A cryo tank arrangement is heavy and
about 3 to 4 times the volume of a diesel tank for the same energy content. Pressureless LNG tanks,
which are possible to adapt to a ship’s hull form are under development according to an IMO report.
The Jahre Group in Norway is reported to have developed a new tank concept and support system
which can be used for both cylindrical tanks and prismatic tanks. The latter is claimed by the Jahre
Group to increase the utilisation of the hull volume by up to 30% compared to cylindrical tanks 17. A
prismatic fuel tank can be tailor made to fit into the allocated fuel tank space on board.
A few vessels have been converted to LNG operation, one of those vessels is M/T Tarbit. A
conversion is quite complex and expensive.
Availability, handling and trade
With few exceptions LNG is shipped in large quantities to terminals where it is re-gasified and
distributed by pipelines. For the gas trade, a well functioning contract and spot market exists. The
trade with LNG as ship bunker fuel is new and requires construction of local terminals, feeder ships,
bunker barges and an established contract and spot market.
LNG is a very demanding fuel for transporting, handling and storage and consequently the distribution
and storage facilities require significant investment. For smaller consumers and as a possible start up
arrangement, the EffShip project suggests a railway borne tank similar to the SECU measurements and
weight, and that also can – like the SECU - be transported within the terminals and on a ship.

Figure 32 M/T Bit Viking converted to LNG operation
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Methanol
Properties
Methanol is a liquid at normal temperature and pressure.
Formula
Density
Lower heat value
Flash point
Octane Nr

CH3OH
0.796 kg/lit. at 15 degrees C
15.8 MJ/litre
11 degree C
abt. 90

Methanol can form acid during combustion implying that lubricant must be chosen and dosed with
care.
Methanol is compatible with stainless steel, carbon iron and certain plastics. It is not compatible with
aluminium, zinc, lead, copper and alloys and some plastics, rubber and fibres.
Safety
Methanol vapour is heavier than air and in concentrations above 6.7% in air it can be lit by a spark and
may, in temperatures above 12˚ C in a wide air mix spectra - explode.
Methanol evaporates more slowly than petroleum and the gas is heavy and dilutes slowly into the air.
If spilled on ground it is quickly decomposed. If spilled in water it is quickly diluted to harmless
concentrations.
The flame is difficult to see in daylight and the odour is difficult to smell in concentrations less than
2.000 ppm. Small amount of additives (like gasoline) can make the flame visible and odour possible to
notice at low concentrations. A small amount of gasoline is also reported to lessen the explosion risk.
(Egnell)18
As methanol is soluble in water, a fire can be extinguished with water.
When used (in the US) as an automobile fuel, the risks were deemed to be in the same category as
petrol19.
Methanol is dealt with in the upcoming Class Rules for fuels with low flashpoint.
Health
Methanol occurs naturally in the human body but is poisonous in sufficient concentrations. Ingestion
of 10 ml. can cause blindness and 60 to 100 ml. can be fatal if untreated. It does not have to be
swallowed to be dangerous but can be absorbed through the skin and – as vapour – through the lungs.
It is less volatile than gasoline and is treated under the same safety protocol as gasoline and ethanol.
Detailed rules and recommendations for safe handling are established.
Influence on the environment
When produced from natural gas, a bit more than 30% of its energy content is used for the production
process. Qualified research has suggested the possibility to improve this number (Olah et al) 20.
See also Figure 7 Well-to-propeller results for seven possible shipping fuels, shown on page 19.
Engine technologies
Methanol has been successfully tested over a long period of time in the automotive industry as an Otto
fuel and with pilot fuel (Wärtsilä) or glow plug (Caterpillar) 21as Diesel fuel. In certain areas (like
California) it has been used for periods as 100 % gasoline substitute. In other areas – like in China - it
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is used in a mix with gasoline and together with DME officially declared as a future fuel for the
transport industry.
Methanol will fulfil the SECA requirements and may (depending on engine technology) also fulfil the
Tier III NOx requirements.
Recent projects demonstrate that an arrangement for methanol as ship fuel would be reasonably
uncomplicated. Methanol has a bit less than half of the energy content per weight compared with
HFO, and consequently will require a considerably larger bunker tank capacity. The additional tank
capacity will in most cases be reasonably easy to arrange since methanol tanks can be arranged in the
double bottom against the shell plate where fuel oil tanks are not allowed to be fitted. Other significant
benefits of methanol as fuel, in addition to the economic and environmental qualities, are that it will
eliminate the need for separators, tank heating and related equipment.
Laboratory tests with methanol (raw methanol) as fuel for ship’s engines have been performed by
Wärtsilä since mid-2012.
As methanol is a hydrogen carrier “better than hydrogen itself” (Egnell) 18 it is an excellent fuel for fuel
cells.
Availability, handling and trade
Methanol is transported and traded on an established contract and spot market. Annual trade volume is
about 50 million tons (2011). About 20 million tons is for fuel and fuel additives and the rest is for the
chemical industry. The above numbers refer to methanol of “chemical quality”.
In this context note that “raw methanol” (with some water content and impurities but suitable as fuel)
require somewhat less energy (approximately 10%) and costs somewhat less to produce and has the
potential to create a spot market for bunker methanol that is distinct from the “chemical methanol”
spot market.
The cost of methanol used in the comparisons is based on the spot market price of the chemical grade
methanol. “Raw methanol” is expected to be approximately 5-7% less expensive (according to
Methanex).
Methanol transport, handling and storage is similar to gasoline.
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DME
Properties
DME is at atmospheric pressure a gas and becomes liquid at about a pressure of 5 bar or -25˚ C and
resembles much of LPG.
Formula
Density (liquid)
Lower heat value
Flash point
Cetane number

CH3-O-CH3
0.67 kg/litre
19 MJ/litre
-41 Centigrade
above 55

When produced from natural gas, about 35% of its energy content is used for the process.
Safety
DME is a heavy gas and highly flammable but is quickly transformed to CO2 and water in atmosphere
pressure. It is dealt with in the upcoming new Class rules for highly flammable fuels.
Health
DME is non-toxic and frequently used as an aerosol propellant.
Influence on the environment
LCA
DME production requires some 3 to 4% less energy than methanol production if it is produced directly
from natural gas. If DME is produced out of methanol the total energy required is 3 to 4% more than
methanol production.
DME – in case of leakage –
 If liquefied by cooling (-25C), DME will pour on the ground and quickly evaporate
 If liquefied by pressure, DME will vaporize instantly
Engine technologies
DME is an excellent diesel fuel and has for more than ten years been successfully tested as a diesel
fuel in the automotive industry but not so far in large engines for ships.
As a gas based fuel it is almost sulphur free and will thus fulfil the SECA rules. To fulfil the Tier III
NOx requirement an SCR will most likely be needed.
Onboard tests with the DME fuel “OBATE” (see below) are scheduled to take place by the beginning
of 2013 (within the SPIRETH project).
Availability, handling and trade
There is no established supply and distribution system for DME as a maritime fuel.
The storage onboard and ashore requires pressure vessels or alternatively an insulated tank.
A technology is under development for on-line dehydrating of methanol into DME (Haldor-Topsoe).
This creates the possibility for easy onboard storage of methanol as bunker and Haldor–Topsoe –
DME (called OBATE ) in the diesel engine and thus by-pass the problem of lack of distribution and
trade of fuel DME. OBATE contains 80.5% DME, 12.9% water and 6.6% MeOH counted by volume,
has a density of 522kg/m3 and a lower calorific value of 18900 kJ/kg)
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The OBATE technology may open up for shore based DME/OBATE production for fuel for diesel
engines in cars, trucks, entrepreneurial machines and also small vessels like service boats, pilot boats,
river ferries, etc.

Gas to Liquid (GTL)
The Gas-to-Liquid technology has been used for many years, especially in times of warfare (WWII)
and blockades (South Africa), to supply gasoline, diesel etc. out of other sources than crude oil.
Coal or gas, and in principle everything that can be gasified to synthetic gas can be used as feedstock.
The efficiencies of the processes – most common Fischer-Tropsch – are about 65% which means that
35% or more of the feed stock energy is used for the production process. In addition to diesel, the
process gives naptha, gasoline, LPG, etc. which means that the diesel yield might be as low as 50% to
60%. The products are in principle the same regarding properties, health, safety as their oil based
counterparts. The same engine technologies are used.
Distribution and trade
Existing systems and facilities (tank farms, chemical tankers, tank cars) can be used for distribution.
Facilities for production are reasonably fast to establish. The capacity established in South African
during the anti-apartheid blockade is an example of that.
Presently GTL fuels have problems to compete with oil based equivalents.
Influence on the environment.
The GTL processes have low efficiency (about 60%) and thus a large GHG footprint.
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